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ABSTRACT
This thesis estimates a demand system for natural fruit juices and flavored citrus drinks.
Consumption and price data from the Florida Department of Citrus is used to estimate a Linear
Approximate Almost Ideal Demand System for natural fruit and fruit juice drink elasticities. The
monthly data covers the period from October 2004 to June 2014. Elasticities show orange juice
does not have a substitute among the other beverages. 100% orange juice and grapefruit juice
are compliments, although other studies have found them to be substitutes.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
A substantial amount of citrus consumed in the U.S. is in the form of juice, mainly
orange juice, grapefruit juice, and other citrus combination juices (Boriss). Many consumers
purchase commercially produced citrus juice instead of eating fresh citrus, and/or squeezing
their own juice, because it is more convenient (Morris). Since the 1970s, the demand for citrus
juice has fluctuated. The demand for store bought orange juice peaked at 50.3 pounds per
capita in 1983 and 1998 (ERS, FADS). Although grapefruit juice is less popular than orange juice,
the amount demanded is vital to the citrus juice market. Grapefruit juice consumption peaked at
7.9 pounds per capita in 1990 and began a steep decline soon after. The decline stabilized in
2005, and per capita consumption has averaged about 2 pounds per capita since 2005 (ERS,
FADS). While lemon and lime juice are also sold commercially, the demand for these citrus
products is minimal relative to orange or grapefruit juice. The demand for lemon and lime juice
has been stable since the 1970s and the per capita quantity demanded for each product has
averaged about 1.3 and .13 pounds, respectively, between 1970 and 2011 (ERS, FADS).
Citrus juices, account for 60% of U.S. juice consumption (orange, grapefruit, lemon,
lime, apple, grape, pineapple, cranberry, and prune juice) (Selected Fruit Juice 2). The majority
of citrus juice consumed in the U.S. is orange juice, with grapefruit being a distant second.
Florida produces more than 80% of the orange juice consumed in the U.S. and Canada. Over the
past decade, both grapefruit juice and orange juice consumption has declined (Ledger, Selected
Fruit Juice 2). Between the 2003/2004 season and the 2012/2013 season, orange and grapefruit
juice consumption decreased by 30.34% and 49.93% respectively (Selected Fruit Juice 2). The
decreased consumption of these items has been caused by price changes, reaction to certain
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medications, decreases in supply (due to contaminating bacterial diseases and hurricanes), and
an increasing amount of natural juice substitutes, such as fruit flavored beverages, low calorie
juices, and flavored waters (Boriss).
Real prices of orange and grapefruit juice have been increasing over time due to supply
reductions. Hurricanes destroyed many crops in 2004 and 2005 and farmers were forced to
increase the price of their crops in the 2006-2007 season, which caused retail price increases
(Ledger). Figure 1.1 demonstrates the increase in farm gate prices, due to an inward shift in
supply (Mankiw 74-76). During the next season the citrus producers made a partial recovery
decreasing farm gate prices, but retail prices did not reflect this change until the 2008-2009
season. The lagged retail price decrease resulted because retailers were reluctant to decrease
their prices in an attempt to maintain high profits (Ledger).
Figure 1.1: An Example of a Shift in a Supply Curve, Caused by Destroyed Crops (Mankiw 7476)
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1.1 Reason for Study
The study of demand for orange and grapefruit juice is not a new subject, but many of the
studies are out dated and/or do not include new substitutes. Although there have been a few
recent studies, they do not focus on demand elasticity. Instead the prior studies have examined
factors, such as cold and flu season and advertisement on seasonal consumption (Capps,
Bessler, and Williams 42; Lee and Brown 338). Moreover, the prior studies that estimated
demand elasticities used only three or four years of data ( Lee and Brown 338). Demand
elasticities allow producers to set prices that maximize profits, as well as help producers decide
which products can take price increases without decreasing demand.
The orange and grapefruit juice market share in the fruit beverage (juice and drink) industry
began decreasing with the introduction of new drink products. Within the last twenty years the
introduction of a variety of new beverages such as, sports drinks, energy drinks, bottled water,
flavored water, and fruit flavored juice has reduced the demand for orange and grapefruit
products (Ledger). One important beverage type taking over the juice market is citrus juice
drinks. Although citrus juice drinks (contain less than 100% juice) have been on the market for
decades, they are now becoming increasingly popular for various reasons; price, nutrition
fortification, shelf stable, etc. The Mintel Market Report analyzed the 100% juice and less than
100% juice drink market from 2008 to 2013 and forecasted juice and juice drink consumption
(Bloom). Juices made with less than 100% fruit juice were forecast to have a higher growth rate
than 100% juices because they tend to have reduced sugars and calories and are sold at lower
prices. 34% of participants in the Mintel Consumer Survey, who had reduced or stopped their
consumption of 100% juices, did so because of the high sugar content. Juice drink popularity has
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also grown because of effective marketing towards children that mothers find appealing
(Bloom).
A change in the amount of convenience a good provides can cause a demand shift.
Consumption of orange and grapefruit juice products have been increasing due to convenience
and nutrition content, especially vitamin c. Over the past few decades, vitamin fortified juice
products have made getting nutrients and daily fruit servings easier than consuming fresh fruits
(Birdsall 134-135). Although some juice drinks are 100% artificially flavored (0% juice),
fortifications have made them cheaper nutritional options. Initially fresh squeezed and frozen
concentrated orange and grapefruit juices were the most popular citrus juice beverages.
However, since women have increasingly entered the work force, the demand for fresh and
frozen juices has declined. The convenience of more ready to serve options, including chilled
and canned, facilitated the demand decrease (Morris). Typically women are the primary care
givers in the home. As household heads spend more time away from the home, they look for
healthy, but convenient options for meals and beverages.
1.2 Objective of the Study
Elasticities of orange and grapefruit juice have probably changed since the earlier
studies, because of the newer citrus products on the juice market. Many of the previous studies
were done before the introduction of other juice beverages to the juice market.
The objective of this study is to analyze the price sensitivity and consumption of orange
and grapefruit juice, orange and grapefruit drink and citrus blend juices in the United States.
Price and expenditure elasticities are estimated for the various citrus juice commodities. The
demand for seven citrus beverages ( 100% orange juice, 100% grapefruit juice, orange juice
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blend, grapefruit juice blend, orange drink, orange juice blend drink, and grapefruit juice
cocktail)1 are estimated in the study. The Linear Approximate Almost Ideal Demand System is
used to estimate the demand elasticites (Deaton Muellbauer 312-326).
1.3 Specific Objectives
The specific objectives analyzed are to: (1) estimate the own-price, cross-price, and
expenditure elasticities for seven citrus juice products, and (2) determine the complimentary
and substitute relationships between the seven citrus juices.

1

Drink, blend drink, and cocktail beverages have less than 100% juice in them. Blend drink and cocktail
beverages tend to be sweetened by added sugars and other fruit juices, while drink beverages tend to be
sweetened by added sugar.
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CHAPTER II: LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter reviews a descriptive study and a variety of inferential studies of U.S. citrus
demand. The descriptive study sheds light on how consumer preferences have changed in the
last six decades. The inferential demand studies reveal how consumer consumption differs when
convenience, advertising, seasonality, and substitution are considered. The inferential studies
consist of prior demand system approaches used to estimate how U.S. citrus demands respond
to own-price and cross-price changes.
2.1 Consumer Preferences Study
In 1955 Lamont Birdsall did a consumer survey study for the Kroger Food Foundation, to
determine consumer preferences for citrus juices (Birdsall 133). Various forms of orange juice
were compared to each other in terms of taste and frequency of use. A representative group of
750 homemakers were surveyed. Within the panel, sampled households were stratified into
low, medium, and high income households in nineteen Midwestern states. The various orange
juice products examined were refrigerated cartoned and bottled orange juice, frozen orange
juice concentrate, canned orange juice, and fresh orange juice.
61% of the surveyed panel preferred the taste and flavor of fresh orange juice, 32%
preferred frozen orange juice, 5% canned orange juice, and 2% refrigerated orange juice
(Birdsall 134-135). In contrast to a believed strong consumer preference for fresh squeezed
orange juice, this study did not strongly support this preference. Many individuals used frozen
orange juice concentrate, because it was convenient and economical. 65% of the group
consumed frozen concentrate orange juice, 19% consumed fresh squeezed orange juice, 13%
consumed canned orange juice, and 3% consumed refrigerated cartoned or bottled orange
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juice. The Birdsall study was done when refrigerated cartoned and bottled orange juices were
fairly new products that many consumers were not familiar with (Birdsall 134). Thus, many
might have rated the flavor, convenience, and other aspects of these two newer products lower
than they might have with greater product familiarity.
2.2 Empirical Demand Studies
In 1957 and 1962 two major “Florida freezes” greatly restricted fresh orange juice
supply and resulted in the market introduction of synthetic and less than 100% natural citrus
juices and drinks. The introduction of synthetic citrus juices decreased the market share of
Florida citrus juice. Wen S. Chern did a demand study in December 1974 on the substitution of
natural, flavored, and synthetic citrus juices (9). His objective was to estimate how strong of a
substitute natural, flavored, and synthetic citrus juices are for each other.
A generic cross-sectional time series model with per capita retail sales as the dependent
variable was estimated (Chern 9-10). The explanatory data consisted of the monthly revenue
and quantity sold of ten citrus products from 1965 to 1973. The ten citrus products were divided
into three groups; natural, flavored, and synthetic. The natural juices were frozen concentrated
orange juice, natural chilled orange juice, canned single-strength orange juice, canned singlestrength grapefruit juice, and frozen concentrated grapefruit juice. The flavored juice products
were frozen concentrated orange drink, chilled orange drink, and canned orange drink. The
synthetic drinks were frozen concentrated orange synthetic drink and powdered orange drink
(Chern 10). He concluded that there was not a strong substitution effect between natural,
flavored, and synthetic juices (Chern 10, 12). In fact, the substitution effects were stronger
within a group than between natural and artificial (flavored and synthetic) groups.
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In 1986 Brown and Lee estimated a demand system for orange and grapefruit juice.
Their objective was to forecast the demand for orange and grapefruit juices to the year 2000.
They found many factors affected the demand for orange and grapefruit juice. These include
prices and income, percentage of women in the labor force, age structure of the population,
lifestyle changes, citrus juice promotions, preferences related to age, product quality, away from
home food expenditures, season of the year, and population growth (Brown and Lee 215-216).
They used a double log demand system to estimate their demand system. Their data consisted
of bimonthly A.C. Nielsen total U.S. dollar and gallon sales for various forms of orange and
grapefruit juice, U.S. Department of Commerce data for consumption expenditures on food,
labor statistics on women in the work force from the U.S. Department of Labor, and the US
Department of Commerce- Bureau of Census US Population data and Population Projection
data. Dummy variables were used to indicate the time period of promotional activities (Brown
and Lee 216-218).
Results implied that the percent of females in the labor force positively influenced the
demand for chilled ready-to-serve citrus juice, concentrated orange juice, and concentrated
grapefruit juice. This supports the hypothesis that convenience is a strong factor in juice
preference. The advertisement indicator variables were significant and positive for concentrated
orange juice and negative and insignificant for the other juices. Advertising by national firms
increased concentrated orange juice demand. Citrus juice demand changes with the time of year
and is greatest in the summer and fall. Concentrated orange juice and frozen concentrated
orange juice consumption peaks at opposite times of the year (e.g. winter, summer). Per capita
food expenditure affects all citrus juice products positively, but only the estimated expenditure
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parameters for concentrated orange juice and canned single strength orange juice were
statistically significant. All own price elasticities were negative, and significant except frozen
concentrated orange juice. Most price elasticities were inelastic. (Brown and Lee 220-230).
Brown and Lee also estimated that orange juice demand will annually increase with a
growth rate of about 3%, and grapefruit juice demand will annually increase at 1% per year.
Among orange juice products, concentrated orange juice is forecast to have the greatest
growth, followed by frozen concentrated orange juice, and canned single strength orange juice.
The conclusions for grapefruit juice consumption are similar to that of the orange juice, except
canned single strength grapefruit juice demand is forecast to decrease (Brown and Lee 230232).
Capps, Bessler, and Williams studied the effect of Florida Department of Citrus (FDOC)
sponsored advertisement and branded advertisement on retail orange juice demand (Capps,
Bessler, and Williams 1-2). Beginning in 1989, the FDOC has annually spent approximately $22
million on advertising Florida orange juice via print, television, and radio media. Capps, Bessler,
and Williams used weekly sales data, quantity purchased, and prices of orange juice products
(frozen concentrate, refrigerated not from concentrate, refrigerated reconstituted, and shelf
stable) from AC Nielsen. They also used similar data on weekly grapefruit juice sales, quantity
purchased, and price, and data on monthly advertisement expenditures (Capps, Bessler, and
Williams 9, 25, 28). The weekly sales data for orange juice and grapefruit juice was converted to
monthly data to be consistent with the advertisement expenditure data. Econometric and timeseries vector auto regression models were used to analyze the data (Capps, Bessler, and
Williams 5-9). They found FDOC advertisement increased orange juice demand, but branding
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advertisement did not. Real price, seasonality, and real FDOC advertising expenditures were the
primary drivers of orange juice demand. They concluded that grapefruit juice and orange juice
are substitutes, a 10% increase in the price of grapefruit juice leads to a 3.9% increase in per
capita consumption of orange juice (Capps, Bessler, and Williams 42).
Gao, Lee, and Brown estimated the demand relationship between fixed-weight and
random-weight citrus fruits (Gao, Lee, and Brown 2). Typically, random-weight and fixed-weight
fruits are displayed together at retail, but priced differently. The pricing option is used to take
different consumer needs into account, e.g. some individuals prefer to purchase fruit in bulk,
while others like to purchases in pieces. They used the Rotterdam demand system to analyze
the demand relationship between random-weight and fixed-weight grapefruit, oranges,
tangelos, and tangerines.
The estimated demand system consisted of seven citrus fruit types instead of eight,
because there was not a sufficient amount of random-weight and fixed-weight tangelos to use
alone, therefore they were combined into one commodity (Gao, Lee, and Brown 5). Weekly data
from the Freshlook Marketing Group was utilized; the dates range from June 8, 2006 to
November 23, 2008 (151 weeks). Gao, Lee, and Brown found that random-weight and fixedweight grapefruit and oranges are not substitutes for each other, but random and fixed weight
tangerines are (Gao, Lee, and Brown 8). They also found that promoting either fixed-weight or
random-weight grapefruit does not influence the demand on its counterpart. But, promoting
fixed-weight oranges and tangerines decreased the demand for random-weight oranges and
tangerines.
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In another study, Baldwin and Jones estimated a demand system for U.S. citrus imports
(Baldwin and Jones 3). Prior to 2012, no demand study for imported citrus in the U.S. had been
undertaken. Citrus products are primarily exported to the U.S. by developing countries. One of
their major findings is the importance of seasonality in the demand for imported oranges,
grapefruit, lemons, limes, mandarins, and miscellaneous citrus products.
Baldwin and Jones used quarterly import data from 1989 to 2010, to estimate a
nonlinear Almost Ideal Demand System (AIDS) (Baldwin and Jones 14). The citrus fruit
seasonality effect on the quantity demanded peaked at harvest time. Expenditure elasticities of
all goods, except the other or miscellaneous goods, were positive and statistically significant
(Baldwin and Jones 15). As expected, all citrus fruit income coefficients were positive, which
indicated they are income normal goods. All of the sweeter fruits and grapefruits were found to
be substitutes for each other, but lemons and limes were compliments.
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CHAPTER III: METHODOLOGY
3.1 Theory behind the Almost Ideal Demand System
Over the past few decades, estimation of demand systems, which rely on duality theory,
have become common. A demand system is a group of demand equations that can be estimated
simultaneously. Demand systems can be estimated using methods such as Simultaneous
Equation Systems, and Seemingly Unrelated Regression (SUR). SUR consists of equations with
specific independent and dependent variables, which are linked by a common unknown error.
The most popular demand systems are the translog model, the Rotterdam model, and the linear
approximate and nonlinear Almost Ideal Demand System model (AIDS).
Of the four models listed above the linear approximate Almost Ideal Demand System
(LA/AIDS) was chosen for this analysis. The AIDS was developed by Angus Deaton and John
Muellbauer (1980). The LA/AIDS model has several theoretical advantages over the Rotterdam
and translog models such as being an arbitrary first-order approximation to any demand system,
the axioms of consumer choice are satisfied, aggregates perfectly over consumers without
invoking parallel linear Engel curves, its functional form is consistent with known household
budget data, simple to estimate, avoids the need for nonlinear estimation, and provides a
means to test the empirical validity of the theorectical restrictions of homogeneity and
symmetry (Deaton and Muellbauer 312). Because the AIDS can be viewed as an arbitrary firstorder approximation to any demand system, linear restrictions on the estimated demand
system coefficients can be used to test if the estimated demand system satisfies the properties
of homogeneity and symmetry (Deaton and Muellbauer 312-313). If the axioms of consumer
choice are satisfied completely, the estimated demand system can be derived from a
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theoretically valid utility function. Within the AIDS formulation, perfect aggregation avoids
parallel linear Engel curves; moreover the demand for goods is exclusively dependent on prices
and total expenditure (Marsh and Piggott 10-11, 14-15). The AIDS model is simple to estimate
because it does not require using the translog price index, simpler price indexes such as the
Stone price index can be used. Although both the Rotterdam and translog models have some of
these properties, neither system satisfies all the theoretical properties.
3.2 Weak Separability and Multi-Stage Budgeting
The concept of demand separability is used to decrease the number of parameters and
equations which must be estimated in a demand system. If goods can be separated into
different groups without the demand for goods in other groups affecting the demand for a good
in a given group, separability of preferences holds between groups. Separability of preferences
can range from weak to strong depending on the relationship between commodity groups.
Strong or additive separability of preferences implies each good belongs in a separate demand
group because the utility provided by consuming a specific level of good is not affected by the
consumption level of all other goods. The assumption of additive separability is far too strong
and an unrealistic model of consumer preferences. A less restrictive assumption that is more
consistent with observed consumer preferences is weakly separable preferences. Weakly
separable preferences imply consumer goods can be grouped into subsets of goods. Weak
separability of preferences implies the marginal rate of substitution between two goods in one
group is independent of quantities in another group (Deaton Muellbauer 137). When the
marginal rate of substitution of two goods is not affected by goods in another group, the goods
are said to be weakly separable from the other groups (Carpio; Deaton and Muellbauer 122).
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“Separability is the justification of the multistage budgeting assumption, which allows us to
write demand functions in terms of expenditures on the group in question and prices of
commodities with in that group” (Carpio). The value of weak separability, when valid, is that a
demand system can be estimated for a subset of all goods.
Two-stage budgeting assumes a consumer can appropriate expenditure into large group
classifications, and subsequently to subsets of the large groups. Although they are closely
related, two-stage budgeting and weak separability are not the same, and do not always occur
simultaneously. Valid two-stage budgeting approaches imply there is weak separability among
the groups, but weak separability between groups does not always imply the consumer uses a
two-stage budgeting process. Figure 3.1 presents a simple two-stage budgeting process as
illustrated in Deaton and Muellbaur (123).
Figure 3.1: A Possible Utility Tree (Deaton and Muellbauer 123)
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3.3 Derivation of the Almost Ideal Demand System
This section provides a theoretical introduction to the specifications of the AIDS modeling
framework. The formulation of the AIDS model assumes the commodities included in the
demand system are at least weakly separable from all other commodities excluded from the
demand system. For example, consumer demand for ball-bearings is unlikely to affect the
demand for fruit juice products. The blueprint of the AIDS model begins with the specification of
the consumer’s dual problem. The objective of the dual problem is to minimize costs, subject to
a specified direct utility level. Equation 3.1 is the mathematical formulation of the dual problem.
(3.1)
Dual Problem: minimize

∑

Subject to
Where

( )

is total expenditure on all goods in groups,

quantity consumed of good ,

is the price of good ,

is the

is a quantity of goods vector, ( ) is indirect utility and

is

some arbitrary utility level (Carpio; Deaton and Muellbauer 313-314).
To solve this problem, calculus can be used to specify a constrained Lagrangian function,
taking the derivatives, with respect to all

goods, and then solving for the optimal quantity

demanded for each good . The resulting functions are the Hicksian, or constant utility demand
functions; and each Hicksian demand is a function of product prices in the group and the
specified utility level. The specified Lagrangian equation is:
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(3.2)
Min

∑

( ( )

)

After taking the appropriate derivatives the first order conditions are:
(3.3)
(
(

( )

( )

)

)

(3.4)

( )
( )
Where

is the notation of a Lagrangian function and is the Lagrangian multiplier; and is

interpreted as the marginal utility of income. Solving equations (3.3) and (3.4) simultaneously
for each

leads to Hicksian demand equations (3.5).

(3.5)
(
Where

)

is a Hicksian demand function for good j,

is the specified utility level, and

is a price vector of all goods in the system. Hicksian demand functions (income compensated
demand) show the relationship between good price and the quantity of the good demanded
when the price of all other goods and utility is fixed. If equation (3.5) is substituted into the
expenditure function (3.1), the resulting equation is called the dual cost or expenditure function.
The expenditure function minimizes consumer expenditure to achieve a given level of utility,
given existing market prices (Carpio; Deaton and Muellbauer 313-314). Equation (3.6) is the
expenditure function.
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(3.6)
(

)

The aggregate (market) demand curve is derived by aggregation over the individual
consumer demand functions as presented in equation (3.5). The derived market demand is
treated as if it is the outcome of individual decisions made by rational consumers. Consumer
preferences are the basis for the Price Independent General Linear Logarithmic Function or
PIGLOG class demand system. This class of function is denoted with cost or expenditure
functions that provide the minimum cost of obtaining a distinct utility level (Carpio; Deaton and
Muellbauer 312-313). The PIGLOG class is defined by,

(3.7)

(

)

(

)

{ ( )}

{ ( )}

{ ( )}

{ ( )}
{ ( )}

Where ( ) and ( ) are linear homogenous concave functions. Deaton and Muellbaur then
specified the following flexible function forms for

{ ( )}

{ ( )} and

(3.8)
{ ( )}

∑

( )

∑∑

( )

( )

(3.9)
{ ( )}

{ ( )}

∏

These functional forms were chosen because they are sufficiently flexible that they can
reproduce any arbitrary set of first and second derivatives of the cost function at any single
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point:

(

)

(

,

)

,

(

)

(

,

)

(

, and

)

. Moreover the flexible functional

form provides a means to test the theoretical restrictions. Greek letters (

) represent

parameters to be estimated in equations (3.8) and (3.9). Substituting equations (3.8) and (3.9)
into equation (3.7) yields the AIDS cost function. The AIDS cost function is specified in equation
(3.10) (Carpio; Deaton and Muellbauer 313-314).

(

(

)(

(

∑

∑

( )

( )

(

∏

)

( )

∑∑

( )

∑∑

( ))

( ))

)

(3.10)
(

)

∑

( )

∑∑

( )

( )

∏

This cost function provides the minimum total expenditure required to achieve a given
level of utility. Applying Shephard’s Lemma, to the expenditure function (3.10), results in the
Hicksian demands expressed in equation (3.11)

(3.11)
(

)
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Given that utility is being maximized, total expenditure is equal to the cost function value. The
share of total expenditure on good in demand system group is calculated as:
(3.12)

(

)
(

(

)

)
{ (

)}

(3.13)
∑
Note that

( )

is the amount of money spent on good , divided by the total cost for all

expenditures in the demand group.

or log{a(P)} is also called the translog price index (3.14).

The translog price index is difficult to use; Deaton and Muellbaur suggest using the Stone price
index to simplify the analysis (Carpio). The Stone price index (3.15) is an approximation
proportional to the translog price index. The AIDS model is known as the Linear Approximate
Almost Ideal Demand System (LA/AIDS), when the Stone price index is used (Carpio; Deaton and
Muellbauer 316-317).

(3.14)
( )

∑
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( )

∑∑

( )

( )

(3.15)
(

)

∑

( )

The translog price index is a function of prices and budget at a point in time for each
item, which causes it to be endogenous and nonlinear. The Stone price index is a function of
expenditure shares and prices at a fixed point in time. The Stone price index is estimated before
the model; therefore it is not an endogenous calculation at each point in time. As a result of
using the Stone price index, the AIDS model is considered a linear approximate version. Because
the expenditure share appears on the left and right sides of the equation, a simultaneity
problem could exist. To avoid this, lagged shares can be used on the right side of the share
equations (Eales and Unnevehr 522)
Using Shephard’s Lemma and duality theory, certain theoretical conditions can be
imposed on the AIDS model in estimations to test their theoretical validity. These restrictions
are:
(3.16)
Adding up
∑
Homogeneity

∑

∑
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Symmetry

The adding up restriction implies that the estimated budget shares sum to one or
∑

= 1. The homogeneity restriction implies the demand function is homogeneous of degree

zero in prices and total expenditure. Meaning, if price and expenditure are multiplied by
constant k the quantity demanded of the good does not change. Symmetry implies the cross
price effects for Hicksian demands are equal. Given that these conditions hold: (1) the
expenditure share for each good in the demand system adds up to total expenditure; (2) each
demand equation is homogeneous of degree zero in prices and total expenditure, which implies
no money illusion; and (3) Slutsky symmetry is satisfied (Carpio; Deaton and Muellbauer 313314).
When calculating demand elasticities from the AIDS parameters, Marshallian or
noncompensated demand functions are used instead of the Hicksian demands. The Marshallian
demands are derived from the primal problem. The primal problem is similar to the dual
problem; the only difference is the direct utility function is maximized subject to a constrained
total expenditure function. Using a procedure similar to that used to solve the dual problem, the
Marshallian demands can be derived. Marshallian demands can also be derived from the
indirect utility function, where utility is a function of prices and expenditure. Roy’s identity is
used to extract the Marshallian demand funtions for each good from the indirect utility
function (Deaton and Muellbauer 313-314). Equation (3.17) provides the formula for the
mathematical derivation.
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(3.17)
(

)

(

)

is the Marshallian demand of good , (

Where

is a price of goods vector,

is the price of good , and

) is the indirect utility function,

is income (expenditure).

The objective of the primal problem is to maximize direct utility, subject to total
expenditure. Equation (3.18) is the mathematical formulation of the primal problem.
Primal Problem: maximize
( )
Subject to

(3.18)

∑

(3.19)

( )

Max

(∑

)

The first order conditions for this problem are:

(3.20)

( )

( )

(

(3.21)

( )
)

∑
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∑

Solving equations (3.20) and (3.21) simultaneously, with respect to each
the Marshallian demand equation for each good

, results in

(3.22)

(

)

Substitution of the Marshallian demands (3.22) into the direct utility function results in
the indirect utility function. Which is the maximum utility level that can be achieved for a given
set of prices ( ) and expenditure level ( )
(3.23)

(

)

Expenditure elasticities are derived by obtaining the derivative of the natural log of the
Marshallian demand for good j, with respect to the natural log of total expenditure. (Carpio;
Deaton and Muellbauer 313-314)
(3.24)

The own price and cross price elasticities are derived by obtaining the derivation of the
natural log of the Marshallian demand for good i, with respect to the natural log of the price of
good j.
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( )

(3.25)

(

)

{

(

)}

With

if
if

(Own Price Elasticity)
(Cross Price Elasticity)

Using these elasticities, the effects of a price change or expenditure change on the
quantity demanded for each good in the demand system can be estimated.
3.4 Endogeneity
When variables are correlated with the error term, they are considered endogenous. In
simultaneous equation models, parameter values are determined by all variables in the
equation system (Wooldridge 548). To control for error correlation across equations, the Almost
Ideal Demand System model is estimated using the Seemingly Unrelated Regression (SUR)
approach. SUR uses the correlations in the errors of other equations to improve the parameter
estimates (Carpio).
3.5 Data Description
The Florida Department of Citrus reports Nielsen sales data for various forms of citrus
juices. Monthly/four week retail sales data for natural orange and grapefruit juice, and drink
products are used in this analysis. Homescan and scan track (point of sale) data was collected
from grocery stores with $2 million and greater sales, drug stores with $1 million and greater
sales, mass merchandisers like Target, Walmart, clubs like Sam’s and BJ’s, dollar stores such as
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Dollar General, Family Dollar, Fred’s, and military/Defense Commissary Agency. The Walmart
data is homescan data and the remaining data is scan track data. The collected data is from the
Florida Department of Citrus website, for October 2004 to June 2014.
The nominal price data is adjusted for inflation using monthly Consumer Price Index
(CPI) data from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (68-70). Nominal prices were converted to
real prices using equation (3.26). The base period is the month and year the prices were
normalized on. The base period in this analysis is May 2014 because the June 2014 CPI was not
available. Thus all prices reflect May 2014 values.

(3.26)

E.g.

= $4.33
The juice commodities included in the dataset are total orange juice, total grapefruit
juice, total orange juice drink, orange juice blend (100% juice), orange juice blend drink (less
than 100% juice), grapefruit juice cocktail, and grapefruit juice blend (100% juice) 2. Total orange

2

Juice drinks including blend drinks and cocktails indicate that the beverage is not 100% juice
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juice includes refrigerated orange juice (not from concentrate or reconstituted), frozen
concentrate orange juice, and shelf-stable orange juice. Total grapefruit juice includes,
refrigerated grapefruit juice (not from concentrate or reconstituted), frozen concentrate
grapefruit juice, and shelf stable grapefruit juice. Total orange juice drink consists of various
orange beverages with juice content ranging from 0% to 99.99%.
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CHAPTER IV: DATA AND EMPIRICAL RESULTS
Earlier studies have shown that seasonality and time trends have a strong effect on
citrus juice demand. To account for the possibility of these effects in the estimated LA/AIDS
model, a time trend variable and seasonal indicator variables are added. Additionally, the
percentage of employed women in the workforce was included in the model. Previous studies
and analyses suggest that as more women entered the work force, the consumption of citrus
juices increases.
4.1 Summary Statistics
This section defines the seven dependent variables that constitute each share equation
and provides some summary measures on each dependent variable. Table 4.1 identifies the
seven fruit juices/drinks modeled in this analysis and provides a brief description of each
juice/drink.
Table 4.1: Names and Descriptions for the Seven Fruit Juices and Drinks
Item No.
1

Name
Orange Juice

Definition
100% Pure Orange Juice

2

Grapefruit Juice

100% Pure Grapefruit Juice

3

Orange Juice Drink

4

Orange Juice Blend Drink

5

Orange Juice Blend

Less than 100% orange juice with added
sweeteners
Less than 100% orange juice with added 100%
fruit juices and sweeteners
100% orange juice with added 100% fruit juices

6

Grapefruit Juice Cocktail

7

Grapefruit Juice Blend

Less than 100% grapefruit juice with added
sweeteners
100% grapefruit juice with added 100% juices
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Although it has the fourth highest average real price per gallon ($5.63), orange juice is
the most heavily consumed juice. Blended orange juice drinks are the cheapest beverage with
an average real cost of $2.72 per gallon (Appendix Table B.1). Blended drinks contain less than
100% natural juice, which contributes to cheaper prices. Over the ten year data period, the
maximum per capita consumption of orange juice and orange juice blend drink are 69.05 gallons
and 19.44 gallons respectively, at corresponding real prices of $5.47 per gallon and $3.14 per
gallon3. Overall, orange juice consumption has decreased over the last nine years, but it remains
the dominant good in the juice market. Despite small increases in price there has been
considerable variation in the consumption of blended juice drinks over the last decade (see
Appendix A).
4.2 Added Variables
Given the importance of female workforce participation rates and seasonality on citrus
drink consumption, the traditional AIDS share equations were expanded to include variables on
seasonality and female workforce participation. A long-term time trend variable was also added
to each share equation to capture the possible shift from 100% fruit juices to blended and/or
synthetic fruit juice drinks. Two dummy variables (summer and winter) were used to control for
seasonal demand. The summer and winter seasons were chosen because harvest, and cold and
flu seasons occur during these times of year, respectively. June, July, and August are considered
summer months and December, January, and February are winter months. Spring and fall
months were grouped together and used as the reference time of year. The percentage of adult
females in the workforce was added to test the hypothesis that the consumption of ready to

3

See appendix figures A.1 and A.4
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serve citrus juices has increased as the percentage of women entering the workforce has
increased. The expanded model is shown in equation (4.1)
(4.1)
∑

( )

∑

Where is the share equation number and is the season (winter=1 and summer=2)
As reported in Appendix Table B.2, nine of the seasonal indicator parameter estimates
were significant at the α=.10 significance level. The time trend variable ranged from t=1 to
t=127, with t=1 representing the least current observation and t=127 representing the most
current observation. The time trend parameter was significant at the α=.01 in five of the six
equations. In the sixth equation, the orange juice drink equation, the time trend parameter was
significant at the α=.10 level. As reported in Appendix Table B.2, the time trend was negative for
orange juice, grapefruit juice, and grapefruit juice cocktail. The time trend was positive for all
other share equations. These estimates are consistent with the emerging consumer preference
for less than 100% citrus fruit drinks. Nine of the twelve seasonal dummy variables were
statistically significant at the 0.05 level or higher. The largest and most significant seasonal
effect was for 100% orange juice consumed in the winter. This estimate suggests that
consumers spend a greater proportion of their citrus juice drink budget on 100% orange juice in
the cold and flu season.
The percentage of women in the workforce parameter was statistically significant in
share in three of the six share equations. These equations are the grapefruit juice, orange juice
blend drink, and orange juice blend share equations. Among the three statistically significant
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female workforce participation rate parameters, the coefficients were positive for grapefruit
and orange juice blend and negative for the orange juice blend drink equation.
4.3 Tests and Restrictions
When a regression model has constant variance for all values of the independent
explanatory variables, the homoscedasticity assumption is valid. When the homoscedasticity
assumption is not valid, the statistical significance of the parameter estimates is misestimated.
To test for heteroscedasticity, White’s test was used. This test is conducted as a Lagrangian
Multiplier test for each share equation, using the coefficient of determination,

, from an

auxillary regression derived by regressing the squared residuals from each share equation
against the original regressors. The Lagrange Multiplier (LM) test statistic is the product of the
estimated

value and the sample size. The p-value and the rejection region for the test

statistic is found using the

distribution with the degrees of freedom equal to the number of

estimated parameters in the auxiliary regression (Wooldridge 274-276). The Lagrangian
Multiplier test statistic is calculated using equation (4.2)

(4.2)

As shown in Table 4.2 the null hypothesis of homoscedasticity is not rejected in all share
equations at alpha=.05 or higher level of significance.
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Table 4.2: White’s Heteroscedasticity Test for Constant Error
Share Equation
Orange juice

Statistic
91.94

DF
11

Pr > ChiSq
0.3379

Variables
Cross of all vars

Grapefruit juice

106.00

11

0.0812

Cross of all vars

Orange juice drink

102.90

11

0.1172

Cross of all vars

Orange juice blend drink

61.43

11

0.9829

Cross of all vars

Orange juice blend

109.00

11

0.0552

Cross of all vars

Grapefruit juice cocktail

98.17

11

0.1941

Cross of all vars

Serial correlation or autocorrelation occurs when errors are correlated over successive
time periods. Like heteroscedasticity, autocorrelation can cause the significance of parameter
estimates to be over or under estimated, and distorts confidence intervals. The Breusch-Godfrey
test was used to test for autocorrelation. Unlike other tests the Breusch-Godfrey test tests for
first and higher order autocorrelation. In a first order autocorrelation process the error in time
period t is related to the error in time period t-1. Likewise, in a higher order autocorrelation
process, say of period q the error in time period t is related to the errors in time periods t-1, t-2,
…, and t-q. The test statistic for the Breusch-Godfrey test is also a Lagrangian Multiplier test and
is calculated using equation (4.3) (Wooldridge 417-419).

(4.3)

(

)
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̂

Where n is the total number of observations, q is the order of autocorrelation, and

̂

is

the coefficient of determination from the regression run on the residuals of each specific share

equation. The maintained null hypothesis is no autocorrelation. The autocorrelation test was
performed for a one period lag. The first-order Breusch-Godfrey test revealed that there is
correlation among errors across successive time periods in each share equation (Table 4.3).
Table 4.3: First order Breusch-Godfrey Autocorrelation Test for Each Share Equation
Share Equation
Orange Juice

Lm
27.96

Pr > Lm
<.0001

Grapefruit Juice

73.59

<.0001

Orange Juice Drink

78.18

<.0001

Orange Juice Blend Drink

24.92

<.0001

Orange Juice Blend

82.56

<.0001

Grapefruit Juice Cocktail

63.17

<.0001

Because the results presented in Table 4.3 provide evidence of first order
autocorrelation, a first order autoregressive procedure was used to correct for it (Koutsoyiannis
219-220). The procedure involves transforming all dependent and independent variables by
calculating the difference between the original variable value at a point in time minus the
product of ̂ and the variable value in the prior time period. ̂ is the autocorrelation value for
the

share equation. Equation (4.4) presents the required transformations for the general

linear model.
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(4.4)
̂
̂

(

)

̂

The only issue with this transformation is
root of

is unknown. To approximate ̂, the square

from the OLS residual regressions for each share equation estimated without an

intercept term is used in place of ̂ A unique ̂ value was estimated for each share equation
and then used to transform all data in each respective share equation.
After all the data was transformed for possible first order autocorrelation the LA/AIDS
model was re-estimated. These results are reported in Appendix Table B.3. However, after reestimating, the Breusch-Godfrey test revealed that the presence of autocorrelation was
eliminated in only one share equation, the grapefruit juice cocktail equation, at the α=.01 level
(Appendix Table B.4). Thus the form of the autocorrelation process spans multiple time periods.
Correcting for a higher order autocorrelation process is beyond the scope of this analysis.
4.4 Parameter Estimates, Significance, and Restrictions
Although the estimated LA/AIDS model parameters do not have a direct economic
interpretation, they are the bases for calculating elasticities. All estimated parameter values and
their statistical significance are reported in Appendix Table B.2. Due to the auto-correlated error
structure in each share equation, each reported parameter significance probability is likely
misestimated. Despite this statistical issue, given that the parameters are unbiased, the
calculated elasticity values are unbiased. Confidence intervals for the calculated elasticity values
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are not reported because of the autocorrelation problem. Additionally, the reported standard
error for each elasticity value derived from the estimated LA/AIDS model parameters was not
corrected for autocorrelation in all reported result tables. Given that there is positive
autocorrelation in each share equation, often common when using time series data, the
standard error estimate for each estimated elasticity, are likely underestimated, and thus the
statistical significance for each estimated elasticity is likely to be less than reported.
To avoid singularity, one of the equations must be dropped from the model. Normally
the equation with the smallest budget share is dropped. In this analysis this was the equation
for grapefruit juice blend. The calculated elasticity values are derived from the estimated
LA/AIDS model reported in Appendix Table B.2. This model was estimated with the imposition of
the theoretical restrictions for adding up, homogeneity, and symmetry. The SAS computer code
used to estimate the model is reported in Appendix C.
4.5 Own Price Elasticities
Own price elasticity measures the reaction of quantity demanded for a good with
respect to its own price. For price normal goods, own price elasticities are negative, which
reflects an inverse relationship between the price of a good and the quantity demanded.
Calculated price elasticity with an absolute value between 0 and 1 is considered inelastic, an
absolute value equal to 1 is considered unit elastic (percentage change in quantity demanded is
equal to the percentage change in price), an absolute value between 1 and infinity is considered
elastic, a value equal to zero is considered perfectly inelastic, and a value that approaches
infinity is considered highly elastic. The higher the absolute value of the price elasticity of
demand, the more responsive the quantity of a good demanded is to a price change.
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The estimated own price elasticities for the seven juice products are reported in Table
4.4. 100% orange juice demand is relatively price inelastic, with an absolute value of .89. A 1%
price increase in orange juice decreases the quantity demanded by .89%. Unlike orange juice,
grapefruit juice, orange juice blend, grapefruit juice cocktail, and grapefruit juice blend are all
elastic.
Table 4.4: Own Price Elasticities
Juice Product
100% Orange Juice

Elasticity Values
-0.89***
(0.0241)
100% Grapefruit Juice
-1.06***
(0.2048)
Orange Juice Drink
-0.96***
(0.1603)
Orange Juice Blend Drink
-1.00***
(0.1731)
Orange Juice Blend
-2.82***
(0.2068)
Grapefruit juice Cocktail
-1.69***
(0.2830)
Grapefruit Juice Blend
-2.09***
(0.5767)
Standard errors reported in parenthesis are not corrected for autocorrelation. ***Significant at
the 1% Level. ** Significant at the 5% Level. * Significant at the 10% Level.

The grapefruit products are most responsive to price, especially grapefruit juice blend. This
possibly results from older individuals consuming more grapefruit beverages than other age
groups, and being on fixed incomes. Moreover, grapefruit products are usually more expensive
than other citrus juice products. The orange juice products were both inelastic and elastic; this
may be caused by the difference in the quality of the product and its familiarity. Price in
comparison to quality of a product and the availability of substitute goods affects the elasticity
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of demand value. If a lower quality product has a price similar to a higher quality product, a
rational individual will usually consume more of the higher quality product, unless there is a
specific preference for the lower quality product.
4.6 Cross Price Elasticity
Cross price elasticities measure the effect on the quantity of a good demanded with
respect to the change in price of another good. Typically, when the own price of a good
increases the quantity demanded decreases. However, cross price elasticities can be positive or
negative. A positive cross price elasticity value implies the two goods are substitutes, and a
negative value implies the two goods are compliments.
From this group of products, as reported in Table 4.5, orange juice has more
compliments than substitutes. The only substitutes for orange juice are orange juice blend and
grapefruit juice blend. These juices are all 100% juice, and can offer similar tastes. More of the
orange beverages were expected to be substitutes for orange juice.
Orange juice blend drink and grapefruit juice cocktail are substituted by orange juice
drink, orange juice blend, and grapefruit juice blend. All of these beverages contain different
kinds of juices, and offer similar tastes to at least one of the other juices.
Grapefruit juice can be substituted by orange juice drink, orange juice blend drink,
orange juice blend, and grapefruit juice blend. The grapefruit products were expected to be
substitutes for the 100% grapefruit juice, especially the grapefruit juice blend, but the orange
beverages, other than orange juice were not. The price of grapefruit juice has a fairly consistent
effect on the other juices, with the exception of the grapefruit products.
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Grapefruit juice cocktail and grapefruit juice blend are substitutes for each other, and
they are also substituted by orange juice drink and orange juice blend drink. Grapefruit juice is
also a good substitute for grapefruit juice blend.
Table 4.5: Cross Price Elasticities
Orange
Juice

Orange
Juice

Grapefruit
Juice

Orange
Juice
Drink
-0.36
(0.1496)

Orange
Juice
Blend
Drink
-0.75***
(0.1316)

0.13
(0.1354)

Orange
Juice
Blend
0.44***
(0.1317)

-0.52**
(0.1995)

0.52
(0.5401)

0.09
(0.0724)

-0.04
(0.0525)

0.13
(0.1105)

-0.25
(0.2510)

0.48
(0.7072)

0.06
(0.0889)

-0.03
(0.1174)

0.28
(0.2069)

-0.10
(0.5883)

0.79***
(0.1864)

0.06
(0.3210)

1.23
(0.9115)

1.26***
(0.3244)

-0.9217
(0.8720)

Grapefruit
Juice

-0.01
(0.0056)

Orange
Juice
Drink

-0.02
(0.0104)

0.20
(0.1388)

Orange
Juice
Blend
Drink
Orange
Juice
Blend

-0.07***
(0.0190)

-0.10
(0.2191)

0.17
(0.1929)

0.04***
(0.0089)

0.27
(0.2054)

-0.02
(0.1140)

0.35
(0.0828)

Grapefruit
Juice
Cocktail
Grapefruit
Juice
Blend

-0.01***
(0.0036)

-0.12
(0.1213)

0.07
(0.0520)

-0.00
(0.0369)

0.32
(0.0841)

0.00
(0.0030)

0.07
(0.1004)

-0.01
(0.0434)

0.04
(0.0308)

-0.07***
(0.0665)

Grapefruit Grapefruit
Juice
Juice
Cocktail
Blend

0.41
(0.6065)
0.12
(0.1778)

Standard errors reported in parenthesis are not corrected for autocorrelation. *** Significant at
the 1% Level. **Significant at the 5% Level.* Significant at the 10% Level. Bold font cross price
estimates denotes substitute goods.
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4.7 Expenditure Elasticities

Expenditure elasticities measure demand changes with respect to changes in
expenditure (income). Expenditure elasticities can be positive or negative; positive expenditure
elasticity shows that a product is an income normal good and a negative value denotes an
income inferior good. For an income normal good the quantity demanded increases with
income. All expenditure elasticities are reported in Table 4.6.
Table 4.6: Expenditure Elasticities
Juice Product
100% Orange Juice

Elasticity Value
0.95***
(0.0339)
100% Grapefruit Juice
0.61***
(0.1826)
Orange Juice Drink
1.02***
(0.2078)
Orange Juice Blend Drink
1.36***
(0.1621)
Orange Juice Blend
1.24***
(0.1777)
Grapefruit Juice Cocktail
0.74***
(0.2711)
Grapefruit Juice Blend
0.47
(0.7547)
Standard errors reported in parenthesis are not corrected for autocorrelation. *** Significant at
the 1% Level. ** Significant at the 5% Level.* Significant at the 10% Level.

All citrus juice products have positive expenditure elasticities. Orange juice drink, orange
juice blend, orange juice blend drink are affected the most by increases in expenditure. These
types of juices tend to vary in juice content, yet offer similar quality nutrients and tastes.
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4.8 Elasticity Summary
The specific objectives analyzed in this study were to (1) estimate the elasticities for
seven citrus juice drinks and (2) determine the complimentary and substitute relationship
among the seven citrus beverages. The cross price elasticities suggest orange juice has few
substitutes. Previous studies have found orange juice and grapefruit juice to be strong
substitutes. Based on the calculated elasticities there is evidence that orange juice and
grapefruit are not substitute goods. However, twenty-four substitute relationships were
estimated in the analysis. Based on the number of calculated substitute relationships, the price
effects on the quantity demanded of potential substitute goods are affected more by flavor,
orange or grapefruit, than the percentage of juice content.
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CHAPTER V: CONCLUSION
The purpose of this research was to estimate the own and cross price elasticities for
100% juices, less than 100% juices, and 100% juice blends. Nielsen four-week and monthly data
from the annual reports were used to estimate the demand system. The monthly data ranged
from October 2004 to June 2014. All price date was converted into May 2014 prices. The Linear
Approximate Almost Ideal Demand System was used to estimate the elasticities.
Orange juice demand is inelastic with respect to price. Grapefruit beverage demand,
unlike orange juice, is very elastic with respect to price. This may be because grapefruit
products are most heavily consumed by older individuals who live on low fixed incomes.
The cross price elasticities show the various demand relationships with respect to price
changes among other products. The cross price elasticities for the seven juice and drink
commodities were estimated. Orange juice and orange juice blend are substitutes, although
orange juice is a stronger substitute than orange juice blend. Grapefruit juice is a substitute for
and is substituted by grapefruit juice blend. Orange juice drink can be substituted by all
commodities in the demand system except, 100% orange juice and orange juice blend.
100% orange juice and 100% grapefruit juice are not substitutes. This was unexpected,
because previous studies have found them to be substitutes for each other. This is probably the
result of the added alternatives to orange and grapefruit juice to the citrus juice market.
Although there are multiple options for orange beverages, only orange juice blend and
grapefruit juice blend substitute for 100% orange juice. The elasticities and summary statistics
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suggest individuals have a preference for orange juice, even though it cost more than the other
orange products.
5.1 Suggestions for Further Studies
The analysis would benefit if the citrus data was more disaggregated. Also additional
data on individual characteristics and geographic regions would enhance the analysis. Data was
collected at the national level. A more micro dataset would include information on who is
purchasing citrus beverages as well as how they value their health.
The estimated model has autocorrelation. Although the parameter estimates are
unbiased, their variances are misestimated. Significance of the parameters cannot be correctly
determined without correct variances. Estimating a model with geographic location taken into
consideration or estimating separate models for each region included would improve the
analysis.
The failure to control for each individual’s health and their awareness of the benefits
and costs of drinking citrus juices limits the study. Individuals drinking citrus juices for health
reason tend to focus on the beverage’s nutrient and sugar content.
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APPENDIX A: CONSUMPTION AND PRICE TRENDS
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Figure A.1: Monthly Orange Juice Consumption and Real Prices (May 2014), from October 30,
2004 to June 7, 2014
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Figure A.2: Monthly Grapefruit Juice Consumption and Real Prices (May 2014), from October
30, 2004 to June 7, 2014
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Figure A.3: Monthly Orange Juice Drink Consumption and Real Prices (May 2014), from
October 30, 2004 to June 7, 2014
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Figure A.4: Monthly Orange Juice Blend Drink Consumption and Real Prices (May 2014), from
October 30, 2004 to June 7, 2014
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Figure A.5: Monthly Orange Juice Blend Consumption and Real Prices (May 2014), from
October 30, 2004 to June 7, 2014
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Figure A.6: Monthly Grapefruit Juice Cocktail Consumption and Real Prices (May 2014), from
October 30, 2004 to June 7, 2014
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Figure A.7: Monthly Grapefruit Juice Blend Consumption and Real Prices (May 2014), from
October 30, 2004 to June 7, 2014
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APPENDIX B: SUMMARY STATISTICS AND PARAMETER ESTIMATES
Table B.1: Summary Statistics for Data Used to Estimate the LA/AIDS Model
Variable
Quantity Orange Juice
(gallons)
Expenditure Orange
Juice ($)
Price Orange Juice
($/gallons)
Quantity Grapefruit
Juice (gallons)
Expenditure Grapefruit
Juice ($)
Price Grapefruit
Juice ($/gallons)
Quantity Orange Juice
Drink (gallons)
Expenditure Orange
Juice Drink ($)
Price Orange Juice
Drink ($/gallons)
Quantity Orange Juice
Blend Drink (gallons)
Expenditure Orange
Juice Blend Drink ($)
Price Orange Juice
Blend Drink ($/gallons)
Quantity Orange Juice
Blend (gallons)
Expenditure Orange
Juice Blend ($)
Price Orange Juice
Blend ($/gallons)
Quantity Grapefruit
Juice Cocktail (gallons)
Expenditure Grapefruit
Juice Cocktail ($)
Price Grapefruit Juice
Cocktail ($/gallons)
Quantity Grapefruit
Juice Blend (gallons)

Mean

Summary Statistics
Standard Deviation
Minimum
Maximum
48.527
7.026
36.990
69.050
296.914

31.703

236.366

377.699

5.625

0.618

4.290

6.390

1.525

0.183

1.170

2.180

10.783

1.278

8.308

13.715

6.442

0.369

4.950

7.200

4.630

0.720

3.370

6.280

20.272

1.758

17.017

24.785

4.092

0.819

3.050

5.720

15.122

1.413

12.050

19.440

45.008

4.587

36.755

60.966

2.715

0.232

2.180

3.120

3.076

0.384

2.290

4.120

20.001

2.799

13.900

27.276

5.936

0.668

4.800

7.110

0.897

0.116

0.700

1.280

5.256

0.691

4.204

7.797

5.337

0.250

4.650

5.950

0.235

0.052

0.130

0.400
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Table B.1: Summary Statistics for Data Used to Estimate the LA/AIDS Model: Continued
Expenditure Grapefruit
1.554
0.378
Juice Blend($/)
Price Grapefruit
6.002
0.400
Juice Blend ($/gallons)
All price and expenditure values are reported in May 2014 dollars
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0.790

2.572

4.760

6.880

Table B.2: Parameter Estimates of the Demand System Equations before Correcting for
Autocorrelation
Parameter Description

Estimate

Standard
Error

P-value

a1

Intercept for orange juice

0.89002

0.1664

<.0001

a2

Intercept for grapefruit juice

-0.0233

0.0323

0.4729

a3

Intercept for orange juice drink

0.07255

0.0671

0.2817

a4

Intercept for orange juice blend drink

0.39356

0.125

0.0021

a5

Intercept for orange juice blend

-0.3829

0.0595

<.0001

a6

Intercept for grapefruit juice cocktail

0.04682

0.0233

0.0472

c11

Own price effect for orange juice

0.0483

0.0217

0.0279

c12

Cross price effect for orange juice and
grapefruit juice
Cross price effect for orange juice and orange
juice drink
Cross price effect for orange juice and orange
juice blend drink
Cross price effect for orange juice and orange
juice blend
Cross price effect for orange juice and
grapefruit juice cocktail
Cross price effect for orange juice and
grapefruit juice blend
Cross price effect for grapefruit juice and
orange juice
Own price effect for grapefruit juice

-0.0058

0.00404

0.1526

-0.0177

0.00825

0.0344

-0.0485

0.0166

0.0042

0.0334

0.00753

<.0001

-0.0099

0.00288

0.0008

0.00016

0.00237

0.9463

-0.0058

0.00404

0.1526

-0.0023

0.00541

0.6749

0.00489

0.00363

0.1811

-0.0021

0.0059

0.7186

0.00723

0.00551

0.1918

-0.0036

0.00326

0.274

c13
c14
c15
c16
c17
c21
c22
c23

Cross price effect for grapefruit juice and
orange juice drink
c24
Cross price effect for grapefruit juice and
orange juice blend drink
c25
Cross price effect for grapefruit juice and
orange juice blend
c26
Cross price effect for grapefruit juice and
grapefruit juice cocktail
Standard errors are not corrected for autocorrelation
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Table B.2: Parameter Estimates of the Demand System Equations before Correcting for
Autocorrelation: Continued
c27
c31
c32
c33
c34
c35
c36
c37
c41
c42
c43
c44
c45
c46
c47
c51
c52
c53
c54
c55

Cross price effect for grapefruit juice and
grapefruit juice blend
Cross price effect for orange juice drink and
orange juice
Cross price effect for orange juice drink and
grapefruit juice
Own price effect for orange juice drink

0.00169

0.00269

0.531

-0.0177

0.00825

0.0344

0.00489

0.00363

0.1811

0.00227

0.00795

0.7756

Cross price effect for orange juice drink and
orange juice blend drink
Cross price effect for orange juice drink and
orange juice blend
Cross price effect for orange juice drink and
grapefruit juice cocktail
Cross price effect for orange juice drink and
grapefruit juice blend
Cross price effect for orange juice blend drink
and orange juice
Cross price effect for orange juice blend drink
and grapefruit juice
Cross price effect for orange juice blend drink
and orange juice drink
Own price effect for orange juice blend drink

0.00841

0.0099

0.3975

-0.001

0.00582

0.8646

0.00355

0.00268

0.1869

-0.0005

0.00221

0.8303

-0.0485

0.0166

0.0042

-0.0021

0.0059

0.7186

0.00841

0.0099

0.3975

-0.0029

0.0208

0.8889

Cross price effect for orange juice blend drink
and orange juice blend
Cross price effect for orange juice blend drink
and grapefruit juice cocktail
Cross price effect for orange juice blend drink
and grapefruit juice blend
Cross price effect for orange juice blend and
orange juice
Cross price effect for orange juice blend and
grapefruit juice
Cross price effect for orange juice blend and
orange juice drink
Cross price effect for orange juice blend and
orange juice blend drink
Own price effect for orange juice blend

0.03925

0.00961

<.0001

0.00101

0.00426

0.8124

0.00487

0.00354

0.1712

0.0334

0.00753

<.0001

0.00723

0.00551

0.1918

-0.001

0.00582

0.8646

0.03925

0.00961

<.0001

-0.0919

0.0105

<.0001
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Table B.2: Parameter Estimates of the Demand System Equations before Correcting for
Autocorrelation: Continued
c56

Cross price effect for orange juice blend and
grapefruit juice cocktail
Cross price effect for orange juice blend and
grapefruit juice blend
Cross price effect for grapefruit juice cocktail
and orange juice
Cross price effect for grapefruit juice cocktail
and grapefruit juice
Cross price effect for grapefruit juice cocktail
and orange juice drink
Cross price effect for grapefruit juice cocktail
and orange juice blend drink
Cross price effect for grapefruit juice cocktail
and orange juice blend
Own price effect for grapefruit juice cocktail

0.01654

0.00428

0.0002

-0.0036

0.00336

0.2936

-0.0099

0.00288

0.0008

-0.0036

0.00326

0.274

0.00355

0.00268

0.1869

0.00101

0.00426

0.8124

0.01654

0.00428

0.0002

-0.0092

0.00376

0.0159

0.00155

0.00234

0.5105

b1

Cross price effect for grapefruit juice cocktail
and grapefruit juice blend
Expenditure effect for orange juice

-0.0377

0.0251

0.1362

b2

Expenditure effect for grapefruit juice

-0.0105

0.00493

0.036

b3

Expenditure effect for orange juice drink

0.00103

0.0106

0.9229

b4

Expenditure effect for orange juice blend
drink
Expenditure effect for orange juice blend

0.04033

0.0184

0.0301

0.01222

0.00896

0.175

Expenditure effect for grapefruit juice
cocktail
Time trend effect for orange juice share
equation
Time trend effect for grapefruit juice share
equation
Time trend effect for orange juice drink share
equation
Time trend effect for orange juice blend drink
share equation

-0.0034

0.00357

0.3404

-0.0006

6.9E-05

<.0001

-0.0001

2.1E-05

<.0001

8.1E-05

4.3E-05

0.0618

0.00046

5.9E-05

<.0001

c57
c61
c62
c63
c64
c65
c66
c67

b5
b6
t1
t2
t3
t4
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Table B.2: Parameter Estimates of the Demand System Equations before Correcting for
Autocorrelation: Continued
t5
t6
g1
g2
g3
g4
g5
g6
h11
h12
h21
h22
h31
h32
h41
h42
h51
h52
h61
h62

Time trend effect for orange juice blend share
equation
Time trend effect for grapefruit juice cocktail
share equation
Percent of employed women in the workforce
effect for orange juice share equation
Percent of employed women in the workforce
effect for grapefruit juice share equation
Percent of employed women in the workforce
effect for orange juice drink share equation
Percent of employed women in the workforce
effect for orange juice blend drink share equation
Percent of employed women in the workforce
effect for orange juice blend share equation
Percent of employed women in the workforce
effect for grapefruit juice cocktail share equation
Winter seasonal indicator effect for orange juice
share equation
Summer seasonal indicator effect for orange juice
share equation
Winter seasonal indicator effect for grapefruit
juice share equation
Summer seasonal indicator effect for grapefruit
juice share equation
Winter seasonal indicator effect for orange juice
drink share equation
Summer seasonal indicator effect for orange juice
drink share equation
Winter seasonal indicator effect for orange juice
blend drink share equation
Summer seasonal indicator effect for orange juice
blend drink share equation
Winter seasonal indicator effect for orange juice
blend share equation
Summer seasonal indicator effect for orange juice
blend share equation
Winter seasonal indicator effect for grapefruit
juice cocktail share equation
Summer seasonal indicator effect for grapefruit
juice cocktail share equation
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0.00021

3.3E-05

<.0001

-5E-05

1.6E-05

0.0018

0.0079

0.1997

0.9686

0.2054

0.0458

<.0001

-0.0491

0.0873

0.5754

-0.98

0.153

<.0001

0.8165

0.0788

<.0001

-0.0307

0.0323

0.3432

0.019

0.00245

<.0001

-0.0131

0.00229

<.0001

-0.0006

0.00045

0.1915

0.00107

0.00043

0.0132

-0.0039

0.00102

0.0002

0.00154

0.00094

0.1042

-0.0115

0.0018

<.0001

0.00818

0.0017

<.0001

-0.0024

0.00086

0.0059

0.00103

0.00081

0.2049

-0.0006

0.00033

0.0539

0.00118

0.0003

0.0001

Table B.3: Parameter Estimates of the Demand System Equations after Correcting for FirstOrder Autocorrelation
Parameter

Parameter Estimates
Description

a1

Intercept for orange juice

0.8882

Standard
Error
0.1657

a2

Intercept for grapefruit juice

-0.0256

0.0338

0.4504

a3

Intercept for orange juice drink

0.07259

0.0679

0.287

a4

Intercept for orange juice blend drink

0.39805

0.1241

0.0017

a5

Intercept for orange juice blend

-0.3807

0.0625

<.0001

a6

Intercept for grapefruit juice cocktail

0.04138

0.0257

0.1097

c11

Own price effect for orange juice

0.04851

0.0216

0.0265

c12

Cross price effect for orange juice and grapefruit
juice
Cross price effect for orange juice and orange juice
drink
Cross price effect for orange juice and orange juice
blend drink
Cross price effect for orange juice and orange juice
blend
Cross price effect for orange juice and grapefruit
juice cocktail
Cross price effect for orange juice and grapefruit
juice blend
Cross price effect for grapefruit juice and orange
juice
Own price effect for grapefruit juice

-0.006

0.00423

0.1566

-0.0178

0.00832

0.0349

-0.0481

0.0165

0.0043

0.03263

0.00788

<.0001

-0.0093

0.00316

0.0038

2.2E-05

0.00243

0.9927

-0.006

0.00423

0.1566

0.00012

0.00561

0.9835

Cross price effect for grapefruit juice and orange
0.00536
juice drink
c24
Cross price effect for grapefruit juice and orange
-0.0041
juice blend drink
c25
Cross price effect for grapefruit juice and orange
0.00773
juice blend
Standard errors still reflect a higher order autocorrelation process

0.0038

0.1609

0.0061

0.5045

0.00573

0.1800

c13
c14
c15
c16
c17
c21
c22
c23
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Estimate

P-value
<.0001

Table B.3: Parameter Estimates of the Demand System Equations After Correcting for FirstOrder Autocorrelation: Continued
c26
c27
c31
c32
c33
c34
c35
c36
c37
c41
c42
c43
c44
c45
c46
c47
c51
c52
c53
c54

Cross price effect for grapefruit juice and
grapefruit juice cocktail
Cross price effect for grapefruit juice and
grapefruit juice blend
Cross price effect for orange juice drink and
orange juice
Cross price effect for orange juice drink and
grapefruit juice
Own price effect for orange juice drink

-0.0042

0.00351

0.2383

0.00107

0.00273

0.6976

-0.0178

0.00832

0.0349

0.00536

0.0038

0.1609

0.00119

0.00804

0.8832

Cross price effect for orange juice drink and
orange juice blend drink
Cross price effect for orange juice drink and
orange juice blend
Cross price effect for orange juice drink and
grapefruit juice cocktail
Cross price effect for orange juice drink and
grapefruit juice blend
Cross price effect for orange juice blend drink and
orange juice
Cross price effect for orange juice blend drink and
grapefruit juice
Cross price effect for orange juice blend drink and
orange juice drink
Own price effect for orange juice blend drink

0.00874

0.00989

0.379

-0.0003

0.00611

0.9626

0.00299

0.00293

0.3095

-0.0002

0.00225

0.9177

-0.0481

0.0165

0.0043

-0.0041

0.0061

0.5045

0.00874

0.00989

0.379

-0.0042

0.0207

0.8386

Cross price effect for orange juice blend drink and
orange juice blend
Cross price effect for orange juice blend drink and
grapefruit juice cocktail
Cross price effect for orange juice blend drink and
grapefruit juice blend
Cross price effect for orange juice blend and
orange juice
Cross price effect for orange juice blend and
grapefruit juice
Cross price effect for orange juice blend and
orange juice drink
Cross price effect for orange juice blend and
orange juice blend drink

0.04175

0.01

<.0001

-8E-05

0.0047

0.9859

0.00595

0.00361

0.1017

0.03263

0.00788

<.0001

0.00773

0.00573

0.18

-0.0003

0.00611

0.9626

0.04175

0.01

<.0001
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Table B.3: Parameter Estimates of the Demand System Equations After Correcting for FirstOrder Autocorrelation: Continued
c55

Own price effect for orange juice blend

-0.0946

0.0112

<.0001

c56

Cross price effect for orange juice blend and
grapefruit juice cocktail
Cross price effect for orange juice blend and
grapefruit juice blend
Cross price effect for grapefruit juice cocktail and
orange juice
Cross price effect for grapefruit juice cocktail and
grapefruit juice

0.01678

0.00481

0.0007

-0.004

0.0035

0.2513

-0.0093

0.00316

0.0038

-0.0042

0.00351

0.2383

Cross price effect for grapefruit juice cocktail and
orange juice drink
Cross price effect for grapefruit juice cocktail and
orange juice blend drink
Cross price effect for grapefruit juice cocktail and
orange juice blend
Own price effect for grapefruit juice cocktail

0.00299

0.00293

0.3095

-8E-05

0.0047

0.9859

0.01678

0.00481

0.0007

-0.0073

0.0042

0.084

0.00113

0.00254

0.6572

b1

Cross price effect for grapefruit juice cocktail and
grapefruit juice blend
Expenditure effect for orange juice

-0.0373

0.025

0.1385

b2

Expenditure effect for grapefruit juice

-0.0112

0.00515

0.0316

b3

Expenditure effect for orange juice drink

0.00141

0.0107

0.8952

b4

Expenditure effect for orange juice blend drink

0.04019

0.0182

0.0294

b5

Expenditure effect for orange juice blend

0.01133

0.00939

0.2297

b6

Expenditure effect for grapefruit juice cocktail

-0.0021

0.00391

0.5861

t1

Time trend effect for orange juice share equation

-0.0006

6.9E-05

<.0001

t2

Time trend effect for grapefruit juice share
equation
Time trend effect for orange juice drink share
equation
Time trend effect for orange juice blend drink
share equation

-0.0001

2.2E-05

<.0001

8.5E-05

4.3E-05

0.0523

0.00045

5.9E-05

<.0001

c57
c61
c62
c63
c64
c65
c66
c67

t3
t4
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Table B.3: Parameter Estimates of the Demand System Equations After Correcting for FirstOrder Autocorrelation: Continued
t5
t6
g1
g2
g3
g4
g5
g6
h11
h12
h21
h22
h31
h32
h41
h42
h51
h52
h61
h62

Time trend effect for orange juice blend share
equation
Time trend effect for grapefruit juice cocktail share
equation
Percent of employed women in the workforce
effect for orange juice share equation
Percent of employed women in the workforce
effect for grapefruit juice share equation
Percent of employed women in the workforce
effect for orange juice drink share equation
Percent of employed women in the workforce
effect for orange juice blend drink share equation
Percent of employed women in the workforce
effect for orange juice blend share equation
Percent of employed women in the workforce
effect for grapefruit juice cocktail share equation
Winter seasonal indicator effect for orange juice
share equation
Summer seasonal indicator effect for orange juice
share equation
Winter seasonal indicator effect for grapefruit
juice share equation
Summer seasonal indicator effect for grapefruit
juice share equation
Winter seasonal indicator effect for orange juice
drink share equation
Summer seasonal indicator effect for orange juice
drink share equation
Winter seasonal indicator effect for orange juice
blend drink share equation
Summer seasonal indicator effect for orange juice
blend drink share equation
Winter seasonal indicator effect for orange juice
blend share equation
Summer seasonal indicator effect for orange juice
blend share equation
Winter seasonal indicator effect for grapefruit
juice cocktail share equation
Summer seasonal indicator effect for grapefruit
juice cocktail share equation
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0.00021

3.5E-05

<.0001

-4E-05

1.7E-05

0.0112

0.00851

0.1988

0.9659

0.21393

0.0476

<.0001

-0.0535

0.0882

0.5454

-0.9892

0.152

<.0001

0.8244

0.0826

<.0001

-0.0331

0.0353

0.35

0.01898

0.00244

<.0001

-0.0131

0.00228

<.0001

-0.0006

0.00048

0.2521

0.00104

0.00045

0.0224

-0.0039

0.00103

0.0003

0.00153

0.00095

0.1101

-0.0115

0.00179

<.0001

0.00817

0.00169

<.0001

-0.0024

0.0009

0.009

0.00106

0.00085

0.2138

-0.0007

0.00036

0.0572

0.00117

0.00033

0.0006

Table B.4: Breusch-Godfrey Autocorrelation Test for First-Order Autocorrelation Transformed
LA/AIDS Model
Share Equation
Orange Juice

Lm
24.99

Pr > Lm
<.0001

Grapefruit Juice

14.51

0.0001

Orange Juice Drink

14.56

0.0001

Orange Juice Blend Drink

17.41

<.0001

Orange Juice Blend

13.78

0.0002

Grapefruit Juice Cocktail

4.33

0.0374

Table B.5: White’s Heteroscedasticity Test First-Order Autocorrelation Transformed Model
Share Equation
Orange juice

Statistic
89.9

DF
11

Pr > ChiSq
0.4533

Variables
Cross of all vars

Grapefruit juice

85.7

11

0.5794

Cross of all vars

Orange juice drink

110.8

11

0.0586

Cross of all vars

Orange juice blend drink

78.88

11

0.7701

Cross of all vars

Orange juice blend

87.99

11

0.5103

Cross of all vars

Grapefruit juice cocktail

100

11

0.1998

Cross of all vars
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APPENDIX C: SAS CODE

* This procedure reads the Citrus Juice data dataset used to estimate the LA/AIDS MODEL;
proc import
out=CitrusJuiceData
datafile="C:\Users\Catrice\Documents\thesis info\citrus juice data2.xlsx"
dbms=xlsx replace;
getnames=yes;
run;
* Variable transformations needed for LA/AIDS estimation;
data CJ2;set CitrusJuiceData;
if season=1 then season1=1; else season1=0;
if season=2 then season2=1; else season2=0;
if season=3 then season3=1; else season3=0;
wwf= wwf1/wf;
pd=1/cpi;
Porangejuice1=pd*Porangejuice;
Pgfjuice1=pd*Pgfjuice;
Pojdrink1=pd*Pojdrink;
Pojbldr1=pd*Pojbldr;
Pojblend1=pd*Pojblend;
Pgfjckl1=pd*Pgfjckl;
Pgfjblend1=pd*Pgfjblend;
Eorangejuice=Qorangejuice*Porangejuice1;
Egfjuice=Qgfjuice*Pgfjuice1;
Eojdrink=Qojdrink*Pojdrink1;
Eojbldr=Qojbldr*Pojbldr1;
Eojblend=Qojblend*Pojblend1;
Egfjckl=Qgfjckl*Pgfjckl1;
Egfjblend=Qgfjblend*Pgfjblend1;
Xjuice=Eorangejuice+Egfjuice+Eojdrink+Eojbldr+Eojblend+Egfjckl+Egfjblend;
Worangejuice=Eorangejuice/Xjuice;
Wgfjuice=Egfjuice/Xjuice;
Wojdrink=Eojdrink/Xjuice;
Wojbldr=Eojbldr/Xjuice;
Wojblend=Eojblend/Xjuice;
Wgfjckl=Egfjckl/Xjuice;
Wgfjblend=Egfjblend/Xjuice;
lnPoj=log(Porangejuice1);
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lnPgfjuice=log(Pgfjuice1);
lnPojdrink=log(Pojdrink1);
lnPojbldr=log(Pojbldr1);
lnPojblend=log(Pojblend1);
lnPgfjckl=log(Pgfjckl1);
lnPgfjblend=log(Pgfjblend1);
lnXjuice=log(Xjuice);
StoneP=(Worangejuice*lnPoj)+(Wgfjuice*lnPgfjuice)+(Wojdrink*lnPojdrink)+(Wojbldr*lnPojbldr
)+(Wojblend*lnPojblend)+(Wgfjckl*lnPgfjckl)+(Wgfjblend*lnPgfjblend);
lnx_diff_SP=lnXjuice-StoneP;
run;
* This procedure solves for average values of the Variables from the previous step;
proc means data=CJ2;
run;
quit;
* This procedure estimates the restricted LA/AIDS MODEL and tests for heteroscedasticity and
autocorrelation;

proc model data=CJ2;
endogenous Worangejuice Wgfjuice Wojdrink Wojbldr Wojblend Wgfjckl ;
var lnPoj lnPgfjuice lnPojdrink lnPojbldr lnPojblend lnPgfjckl lnPgfjblend lnx_diff_SP t wwf
season1 season2;
parms
a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7
c11 c12 c13 c14 c15 c16 c17
c21 c22 c23 c24 c25 c26 c27
c31 c32 c33 c34 c35 c36 c37
c41 c42 c43 c44 c45 c46 c47
c51 c52 c53 c54 c55 c56 c57
c61 c62 c63 c64 c65 c66 c67
c71 c72 c73 c74 c75 c76 c77
b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b6 b7
d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 d6 d7
f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6 f7
g1 g2 g3 g4 g5 g6 g7
h11 h12
h21 h22
h31 h32
h41 h42
h51 h52
h61 h62;
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/* Impose heterogeneity and symmetry*/
restrict
c11 + c12 + c13 + c14 + c15 + c16 + c17 = 0,
c21 + c22 + c23 + c24 + c25 + c26 + c27 = 0,
c31 + c32 + c33 + c34 + c35 + c36 + c37 = 0,
c41 + c42 + c43 + c44 + c45 + c46 + c47 = 0,
c51 + c52 + c53 + c54 + c55 + c56 + c57 = 0,
c61 + c62 + c63 + c64 + c65 + c66 + c67 = 0,
c12=c21,
c13=c31,
c14=c41,
c15=c51,
c16=c61,
c23=c32,
c24=c42,
c25=c52,
c26=c62,
c34=c43,
c35=c53,
c36=c63,
c45=c54,
c46=c64,
c56=c65;

Worangejuice=a1+c11*lnPoj + c12*lnPgfjuice + c13*lnPojdrink + c14*lnPojbldr + c15*lnPojblend
+ c16*lnPgfjckl + c17*lnPgfjblend + b1*lnx_diff_SP + f1*t + g1*wwf+ h11*season1 +
h12*season2;
Wgfjuice= a2+c21*lnPoj + c22*lnPgfjuice + c23*lnPojdrink + c24*lnPojbldr + c25*lnPojblend +
c26*lnPgfjckl + c27*lnPgfjblend + b2*lnx_diff_SP + f2*t + g2*wwf+ h21*season1 + h22*season2
;
Wojdrink= a3+c31*lnPoj + c32*lnPgfjuice + c33*lnPojdrink + c34*lnPojbldr + c35*lnPojblend +
c36*lnPgfjckl + c37*lnPgfjblend + b3*lnx_diff_SP + f3*t + g3*wwf +h31*season1 +
h32*season2;
Wojbldr= a4+c41*lnPoj + c42*lnPgfjuice + c43*lnPojdrink + c44*lnPojbldr + c45*lnPojblend +
c46*lnPgfjckl + c47*lnPgfjblend + b4*lnx_diff_SP + f4*t + g4*wwf+ h41*season1 +
h42*season2;
Wojblend= a5+c51*lnPoj + c52*lnPgfjuice + c53*lnPojdrink + c54*lnPojbldr + c55*lnPojblend +
c56*lnPgfjckl + c57*lnPgfjblend + b5*lnx_diff_SP + f5*t + g5*wwf + h51*season1 +
h52*season2 ;
Wgfjckl= a6+c61*lnPoj + c62*lnPgfjuice + c63*lnPojdrink + c64*lnPojbldr + c65*lnPojblend +
c66*lnPgfjckl + c67*lnPgfjblend + b6*lnx_diff_SP + f6*t + g6*wwf+ h61*season1 + h62*season2
;
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*Wgfjblend= a7+c71*lnPoj + c72*lnPgfjuice + c73*lnPojdrink + c74*lnPojbldr + c75*lnPojblend +
c76*lnPgfjckl + c77*lnPgfjblend + b7*lnx_diff_SP + f7*t + g7*wwf+ h71*season1 + h72*season2;

fit Worangejuice Wgfjuice Wojdrink Wojbldr Wojblend Wgfjckl /sur white godfrey=3;
run;quit;
* This procedure reads the Citrus Juice dataset reversed to estimate the LA/AIDS MODEL and
generate the residuals of the model
proc import
out=CitrusJuiceData
datafile="C:\Users\Catrice\Documents\thesis info\citrus juice data3.xlsx"
dbms=xlsx replace;
getnames=yes;
run;
* Variable transformations needed for LA/AIDS estimation;
data CJ2;set CitrusJuiceData;
if season=1 then season1=1; else season1=0;
if season=2 then season2=1; else season2=0;
if season=3 then season3=1; else season3=0;
wwf= wwf1/wf;
pd=1/cpi;
Porangejuice1=pd*Porangejuice;
Pgfjuice1=pd*Pgfjuice;
Pojdrink1=pd*Pojdrink;
Pojbldr1=pd*Pojbldr;
Pojblend1=pd*Pojblend;
Pgfjckl1=pd*Pgfjckl;
Pgfjblend1=pd*Pgfjblend;
Eorangejuice=Qorangejuice*Porangejuice1;
Egfjuice=Qgfjuice*Pgfjuice1;
Eojdrink=Qojdrink*Pojdrink1;
Eojbldr=Qojbldr*Pojbldr1;
Eojblend=Qojblend*Pojblend1;
Egfjckl=Qgfjckl*Pgfjckl1;
Egfjblend=Qgfjblend*Pgfjblend1;
Xjuice=Eorangejuice+Egfjuice+Eojdrink+Eojbldr+Eojblend+Egfjckl+Egfjblend;
Worangejuice=Eorangejuice/Xjuice;
Wgfjuice=Egfjuice/Xjuice;
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Wojdrink=Eojdrink/Xjuice;
Wojbldr=Eojbldr/Xjuice;
Wojblend=Eojblend/Xjuice;
Wgfjckl=Egfjckl/Xjuice;
Wgfjblend=Egfjblend/Xjuice;
lnPoj=log(Porangejuice1);
lnPgfjuice=log(Pgfjuice1);
lnPojdrink=log(Pojdrink1);
lnPojbldr=log(Pojbldr1);
lnPojblend=log(Pojblend1);
lnPgfjckl=log(Pgfjckl1);
lnPgfjblend=log(Pgfjblend1);
lnXjuice=log(Xjuice);
lagWoj=lag(Worangejuice);
lagWgfj=lag(Wgfjuice);
lagWojd=lag(Wojdrink);
lagWojbd=lag(Wojbldr);
lagWojb=lag(Wojblend);
lagWgfhc=lag(Wgfjckl);
lagWgfjb=lag(Wgfjblend);
StoneP=(Worangejuice*lnPoj)+(Wgfjuice*lnPgfjuice)+(Wojdrink*lnPojdrink)+(Wojbldr*lnPojbldr
)+(Wojblend*lnPojblend)+(Wgfjckl*lnPgfjckl)+(Wgfjblend*lnPgfjblend);
lnx_diff_SP=lnXjuice-StoneP;
run;
* This procedure estimates the restricted LA/AIDS MODEL and generates the residuals of the
model;
/*LA-AIDS Model for citrus juice*/
proc model data=CJ2;
endogenous Worangejuice Wgfjuicet Wojdrink Wojbldr Wojblend Wgfjckl ;
var lnPoj lnPgfjuice lnPojdrink lnPojbldr lnPojblend lnPgfjckl lnPgfjblend lnx_diff_SP t wwf
season1 season2;
parms
a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7
c11 c12 c13 c14 c15 c16 c17
c21 c22 c23 c24 c25 c26 c27
c31 c32 c33 c34 c35 c36 c37
c41 c42 c43 c44 c45 c46 c47
c51 c52 c53 c54 c55 c56 c57
c61 c62 c63 c64 c65 c66 c67
c71 c72 c73 c74 c75 c76 c77
b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b6 b7
d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 d6 d7
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f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6 f7
g1 g2 g3 g4 g5 g6 g7
h11 h12
h21 h22
h31 h32
h41 h42
h51 h52
h61 h62 ;
/* Impose heterogeneity and symmetry*/
restrict
c11 + c12 + c13 + c14 + c15 + c16 + c17 = 0,
c21 + c22 + c23 + c24 + c25 + c26 + c27 = 0,
c31 + c32 + c33 + c34 + c35 + c36 + c37 = 0,
c41 + c42 + c43 + c44 + c45 + c46 + c47 = 0,
c51 + c52 + c53 + c54 + c55 + c56 + c57 = 0,
c61 + c62 + c63 + c64 + c65 + c66 + c67 = 0,
c12=c21,
c13=c31,
c14=c41,
c15=c51,
c16=c61,
c23=c32,
c24=c42,
c25=c52,
c26=c62,
c34=c43,
c35=c53,
c36=c63,
c45=c54,
c46=c64,
c56=c65;

Worangejuice=a1+c11*lnPoj + c12*lnPgfjuice + c13*lnPojdrink + c14*lnPojbldr + c15*lnPojblend
+ c16*lnPgfjckl + c17*lnPgfjblend + b1*lnx_diff_SP + f1*t + g1*wwf+ h11*season1 +
h12*season2;
Wgfjuice= a2+c21*lnPoj + c22*lnPgfjuice + c23*lnPojdrink + c24*lnPojbldr + c25*lnPojblend +
c26*lnPgfjckl + c27*lnPgfjblend + b2*lnx_diff_SP + f2*t + g2*wwf+ h21*season1 + h22*season2
;
Wojdrink= a3+c31*lnPoj + c32*lnPgfjuice + c33*lnPojdrink + c34*lnPojbldr + c35*lnPojblend +
c36*lnPgfjckl + c37*lnPgfjblend + b3*lnx_diff_SP + f3*t + g3*wwf +h31*season1 +
h32*season2;
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Wojbldr= a4+c41*lnPoj + c42*lnPgfjuice + c43*lnPojdrink + c44*lnPojbldr + c45*lnPojblend +
c46*lnPgfjckl + c47*lnPgfjblend + b4*lnx_diff_SP + f4*t + g4*wwf+ h41*season1 +
h42*season2;
Wojblend= a5+c51*lnPoj + c52*lnPgfjuice + c53*lnPojdrink + c54*lnPojbldr + c55*lnPojblend +
c56*lnPgfjckl + c57*lnPgfjblend + b5*lnx_diff_SP + f5*t + g5*wwf + h51*season1 +
h52*season2 ;
Wgfjckl= a6+c61*lnPoj + c62*lnPgfjuice + c63*lnPojdrink + c64*lnPojbldr + c65*lnPojblend +
c66*lnPgfjckl + c67*lnPgfjblend + b6*lnx_diff_SP + f6*t + g6*wwf+ h61*season1 + h62*season2
;
*Wgfjblend= a7+c71*lnPoj + c72*lnPgfjuice + c73*lnPojdrink + c74*lnPojbldr + c75*lnPojblend +
c76*lnPgfjckl + c77*lnPgfjblend + b7*lnx_diff_SP + f7*t + g7*wwf+ h71*season1 + h72*season2;

fit Worangejuice Wgfjuice Wojdrink Wojbldr Wojblend Wgfjckl /sur out=outresid;
estimate
((c11-b1*(0.7413271-b1*4.2627155))/0.7413271)-1,
((c22-b2*(0.0269702-b2*4.2627155))/0.0269702)-1,
((c33-b3*(0.0509413-b3*4.2627155))/0.0509413)-1,
((c44-b4*(0.1133327-b4*4.2627155))/0.1133327)-1,
((c55-b5*(0.0504233-b5*4.2627155))/0.0504233)-1,
((c66-b6*(0.0131508-b6*4.2627155))/0.0131508)-1,
(((-c17-c27-c37-c47-c57c67)+(b1+b2+b3+b4+b5+b6)*(0.0038546+(b1+b2+b3+b4+b5+b6)*4.2627155))/0.0038546)-1,
(c12-b1*(0.0269702-b2*4.2627155))/0.7413271,
(c13-b1*(0.0509413-b3*4.2627155))/0.7413271,
(c14-b1*(0.1133327-b4*4.2627155))/0.7413271,
(c15-b1*(0.0504233-b5*4.2627155))/0.7413271,
(c16-b1*(0.0131508-b6*4.2627155))/0.7413271,
((-c11-c12-c13-c14-c15-c16)-b1*(0.0038546+(b1+b2+b3+b4+b5+b6)*4.2627155))/0.7413271,
((c21-b2*(0.7413271-b1*4.2627155))/0.0269702),
((c23-b2*(0.0509413-b3*4.2627155))/0.0269702),
((c24-b2*(0.1133327-b4*4.2627155))/0.0269702),
((c25-b2*(0.0504233-b5*4.2627155))/0.0269702),
((c26-b2*(0.0131508-b6*4.2627155))/0.0269702),
((-c21-c22-c23-c24-c25-c26)-b2*(0.0038546+(b1+b2+b3+b4+b5+b6)*4.2627155))/0.0269702,
((c31-b3*(0.7413271-b1*4.2627155))/0.0509413),
((c32-b3*(0.0269702-b2*4.2627155))/0.0509413),
((c34-b3*(0.1133327-b4*4.2627155))/0.0509413),
((c35-b3*(0.0504233-b5*4.2627155))/0.0509413),
((c36-b3*(0.0131508-b6*4.2627155))/0.0509413),
((-c31-c32-c33-c34-c35-c36)-b3*(0.0038546+(b1+b2+b3+b4+b5+b6)*4.2627155))/0.0509413,
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((c41-b4*(0.7413271-b1*4.2627155))/0.1133327),
((c42-b4*(0.0269702-b2*4.2627155))/0.1133327),
((c43-b4*(0.0509413-b3*4.2627155))/0.1133327),
((c45-b4*(0.0504233-b5*4.2627155))/0.1133327),
((c46-b4*(0.0131508-b6*4.2627155))/0.1133327),
((-c41-c42-c43-c44-c45-c46)-b4*(0.0038546+(b1+b2+b3+b4+b5+b6)*4.2627155))/0.1133327,
((c51-b5*(0.7413271-b1*4.2627155))/0.0504233),
((c52-b5*(0.0269702-b2*4.2627155))/0.0504233),
((c53-b5*(0.0509413-b3*4.2627155))/0.0504233),
((c54-b5*(0.1133327-b4*4.2627155))/0.0504233),
((c56-b5*(0.0131508-b6*4.2627155))/0.0504233),
((-c51-c52-c53-c54-c55-c56)-b5*(0.0038546+(b1+b2+b3+b4+b5+b6)*4.2627155))/0.0504233,
((c61-b6*(0.7413271-b1*4.2627155))/0.0131508),
((c62-b6*(0.0269702-b2*4.2627155))/0.0131508),
((c63-b6*(0.0509413-b3*4.2627155))/0.0131508),
((c64-b6*(0.1133327-b4*4.2627155))/0.0131508),
((c65-b6*(0.0504233-b5*4.2627155))/0.0131508),
((-c61-c62-c63-c64-c65-c66)-b6*(0.0038546+(b1+b2+b3+b4+b5+b6)*4.2627155))/0.0131508,
(c17+(b1+b2+b3+b4+b5+b6)*(0.7413271-(b1*4.2627155)))/0.0038546,
(c27+(b1+b2+b3+b4+b5+b6)*(0.0269702-(b2*4.2627155)))/0.0038546,
(c37+(b1+b2+b3+b4+b5+b6)*(0.0509413-(b3*4.2627155)))/0.0038546,
(c47+(b1+b2+b3+b4+b5+b6)*(0.1133327-(b4*4.2627155)))/0.0038546,
(c57+(b1+b2+b3+b4+b5+b6)*(0.0504233-(b5*4.2627155)))/0.0038546,
(c67+(b1+b2+b3+b4+b5+b6)*(0.0038546-(b6*4.2627155)))/0.0038546,
(b1/0.7413271)+1,
(b2/0.0269702)+1,
(b3/0.0509413)+1,
(b4/0.1133327)+1,
(b5/0.0504233)+1,
(b6/0.0131508)+1,
(-(b1+b2+b3+b4+b5+b6)/0.0038546)+1;

run;quit;

* Variable transformations needed for OLS residual regression;
data residual;set outresid;
lWorangejuice=lag(Worangejuice);
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lWgfjuice=lag(Wgfjuice);
lWojdrink=lag(Wojdrink);
lWojbldr=lag(Wojbldr);
lWojblend=lag(Wojblend);
lWgfjckl=lag(Wgfjckl);
run;
* This procedure estimates an OLS regression with current time residuals against one lagged
residuals;

proc model data=residual;
parms
r1 r2 r3 r4 r5 r6;
Worangejuice=r1*lWorangejuice;
Wgfjuice=r2*lWgfjuice;
Wojdrink=r3*lWojdrink;
Wojbldr=r4*lWojbldr;
Wojblend=r5*lWojblend;
Wgfjckl=r6*lWgfjckl;
fit Worangejuice Wgfjuice Wojdrink Wojbldr Wojblend Wojblend Wgfjckl;
run;
* This procedure reads the Citrus Juice data dataset used to estimate the LA/AIDS MODEL;
proc import
out=CitrusJuiceData
datafile="C:\Users\Catrice\Documents\thesis info\citrus juice data2.xlsx"
dbms=xlsx replace;
getnames=yes;
run;
* Variable transformations needed for LA/AIDS estimations
data CJ2;set CitrusJuiceData;
if season=1 then season1=1; else season1=0;
if season=2 then season2=1; else season2=0;
if season=3 then season3=1; else season3=0;
wwf= wwf1/wf;
pd=1/cpi;
Porangejuice1=pd*Porangejuice;
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Pgfjuice1=pd*Pgfjuice;
Pojdrink1=pd*Pojdrink;
Pojbldr1=pd*Pojbldr;
Pojblend1=pd*Pojblend;
Pgfjckl1=pd*Pgfjckl;
Pgfjblend1=pd*Pgfjblend;
Eorangejuice=Qorangejuice*Porangejuice1;
Egfjuice=Qgfjuice*Pgfjuice1;
Eojdrink=Qojdrink*Pojdrink1;
Eojbldr=Qojbldr*Pojbldr1;
Eojblend=Qojblend*Pojblend1;
Egfjckl=Qgfjckl*Pgfjckl1;
Egfjblend=Qgfjblend*Pgfjblend1;
Xjuice=Eorangejuice+Egfjuice+Eojdrink+Eojbldr+Eojblend+Egfjckl+Egfjblend;
Worangejuice=Eorangejuice/Xjuice;
Wgfjuice=Egfjuice/Xjuice;
Wojdrink=Eojdrink/Xjuice;
Wojbldr=Eojbldr/Xjuice;
Wojblend=Eojblend/Xjuice;
Wgfjckl=Egfjckl/Xjuice;
Wgfjblend=Egfjblend/Xjuice;
lWorangejuice=lag(Worangejuice);
lWgfjuice=lag(Wgfjuice);
lWojdrink=lag(Wojdrink);
lWojbldr=lag(Wojbldr);
lWojblend=lag(Wojblend);
lWgfjckl=lag(Wgfjckl);
lWgfjblend=lag(Wgfjblend);
LlnPoj=lag(lnPoj);
LlnPgfjuice=lag(lnPgfjuice);
LlnPojdrink=lag(lnPojdrink);
LlnPojbldr=lag(lnPojbldr);
LlnPojblend=lag(lnPojblend);
LlnPgfjckl=lag(lnPgfjckl);
LlnPgfjblend=lag(lnPgfjblend);
lnx_diff_SP=(lnXjuice-StoneP);
Llnx_diff_SP=lag(lnx_diff_SP);
Worangejuicet=Worangejuice-lWorangejuice*0.2702;
Wgfjuicet=Wgfjuice-lWgfjuice*0.7046;
Wojdrinkt=Wojdrink-lWojdrink*0.7164;
Wojbldrt=Wojbldr-lWojbldr*0.3211;
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Wojblendt=Wojblend-lWojblend*0.7141;
Wgfjcklt=Wgfjckl-lWgfjckl*0.6319;
lnPojt1=lnPoj-LlnPoj*0.2702;
lnPojt2=lnPoj-LlnPoj*0.7046;
lnPojt3=lnPoj-LlnPoj*0.7164;
lnPojt4=lnPoj-LlnPoj*0.3211;
lnPojt5=lnPoj-LlnPoj*0.7141;
lnPojt6=lnPoj-LlnPoj*0.6319;
lnPgfjuicet1=lnPgfjuice-LlnPgfjuice*0.2702;
lnPgfjuicet2=lnPgfjuice-LlnPgfjuice*0.7046;
lnPgfjuicet3=lnPgfjuice-LlnPgfjuice*0.7164;
lnPgfjuicet4=lnPgfjuice-LlnPgfjuice*0.3211;
lnPgfjuicet5=lnPgfjuice-LlnPgfjuice*0.7141;
lnPgfjuicet6=lnPgfjuice-LlnPgfjuice*0.6319;
lnPojdrinkt1=lnPojdrink-LlnPojdrink*0.2702;
lnPojdrinkt2=lnPojdrink-LlnPojdrink*0.7046;
lnPojdrinkt3=lnPojdrink-LlnPojdrink*0.7164;
lnPojdrinkt4=lnPojdrink-LlnPojdrink*0.3211;
lnPojdrinkt5=lnPojdrink-LlnPojdrink*0.7141;
lnPojdrinkt6=lnPojdrink-LlnPojdrink*0.6319;
lnPojbldrt1=lnPojbldr-LlnPojbldr*0.2702;
lnPojbldrt2=lnPojbldr-LlnPojbldr*0.7046;
lnPojbldrt3=lnPojbldr-LlnPojbldr*0.7164;
lnPojbldrt4=lnPojbldr-LlnPojbldr*0.3211;
lnPojbldrt5=lnPojbldr-LlnPojbldr*0.7141;
lnPojbldrt6=lnPojbldr-LlnPojbldr*0.6319;
lnPojblendt1=lnPojblend-LlnPojblend*0.2702;
lnPojblendt2=lnPojblend-LlnPojblend*0.7046;
lnPojblendt3=lnPojblend-LlnPojblend*0.7164;
lnPojblendt4=lnPojblend-LlnPojblend*0.3211;
lnPojblendt5=lnPojblend-LlnPojblend*0.7141;
lnPojblendt6=lnPojblend-LlnPojblend*0.6319;
lnPgfjcklt1=lnPgfjckl-LlnPgfjckl*0.2702;
lnPgfjcklt2=lnPgfjckl-LlnPgfjckl*0.7046;
lnPgfjcklt3=lnPgfjckl-LlnPgfjckl*0.7164;
lnPgfjcklt4=lnPgfjckl-LlnPgfjckl*0.3211;
lnPgfjcklt5=lnPgfjckl-LlnPgfjckl*0.7141;
lnPgfjcklt6=lnPgfjckl-LlnPgfjckl*0.6319;
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lnPgfjblendt1=lnPgfjblend-LlnPgfjblend*0.2702;
lnPgfjblendt2=lnPgfjblend-LlnPgfjblend*0.7046;
lnPgfjblendt3=lnPgfjblend-LlnPgfjblend*0.7164;
lnPgfjblendt4=lnPgfjblend-LlnPgfjblend*0.3211;
lnPgfjblendt5=lnPgfjblend-LlnPgfjblend*0.7141;
lnPgfjblendt6=lnPgfjblend-LlnPgfjblend*0.6319;
lnx_diff_SPt1=lnx_diff_SP-Llnx_diff_SP*0.2702;
lnx_diff_SPt2=lnx_diff_SP-Llnx_diff_SP*0.7046;
lnx_diff_SPt3=lnx_diff_SP-Llnx_diff_SP*0.7164;
lnx_diff_SPt4=lnx_diff_SP-Llnx_diff_SP*0.3211;
lnx_diff_SPt5=lnx_diff_SP-Llnx_diff_SP*0.7141;
lnx_diff_SPt6=lnx_diff_SP-Llnx_diff_SP*0.6319;
Lwwf=lag(wwf);
wwft1=wwf-Lwwf*0.2702;
wwft2=wwf-Lwwf*0.7046;
wwft3=wwf-Lwwf*0.7164;
wwft4=wwf-Lwwf*0.3211;
wwft5=wwf-Lwwf*0.7141;
wwft6=wwf-Lwwf*0.6319;
Lseason1=lag(season1);
season1t1=season1-Lseason1*0.2702;
season1t2=season1-Lseason1*0.7046;
season1t3=season1-Lseason1*0.7164;
season1t4=season1-Lseason1*0.3211;
season1t5=season1-Lseason1*0.7141;
season1t6=season1-Lseason1*0.6319;
Lseason2=lag(season2);
season2t1=season2-Lseason2*0.2702;
season2t2=season2-Lseason2*0.7046;
season2t3=season2-Lseason2*0.7164;
season2t4=season2-Lseason2*0.3211;
season2t5=season2-Lseason2*0.7141;
season2t6=season2-Lseason2*0.6319;
lt=lag(t);
tt1=t-lt*0.2702;
tt2=t-lt*0.7046;
tt3=t-lt*0.7164;
tt4=t-lt*0.3211;
tt5=t-lt*0.7141;
tt6=t-lt*0.6319;
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lnPoj=log(Porangejuice1);
lnPgfjuice=log(Pgfjuice1);
lnPojdrink=log(Pojdrink1);
lnPojbldr=log(Pojbldr1);
lnPojblend=log(Pojblend1);
lnPgfjckl=log(Pgfjckl1);
lnPgfjblend=log(Pgfjblend1);
lnXjuice=log(Xjuice);
StoneP=(Worangejuice*lnPoj)+(Wgfjuice*lnPgfjuice)+(Wojdrink*lnPojdrink)+(Wojbldr*lnPojbldr
)+(Wojblend*lnPojblend)+(Wgfjckl*lnPgfjckl)+(Wgfjblend*lnPgfjblend);
lnx_diff_SP=lnXjuice-StoneP;
run;
proc means data=CJ2;
run;
*This procedure reads the Citrus Juice dataset to estimate the autocorrelation transformed
LA/AIDS MODEL and elasticities
/*LA-AIDS Model-transformed for citrus juice*/
proc model data=CJ2;
endogenous Worangejuicet Wgfjuicet Wojdrinkt Wojbldrt Wojblendt Wgfjcklt ;
var lnPojt1 lnPojt2 lnPojt3 lnPojt4 lnPojt5 lnPojt6
lnPgfjuicet1 lnPgfjuicet2 lnPgfjuicet3 lnPgfjuicet4 lnPgfjuicet5 lnPgfjuicet6
lnojdrinkt1 lnojdrinkt2 lnojdrinkt3 lnojdrinkt4 lnojdrinkt5 lnojdrinkt6
lnojbldrt1 lnojbldrt2 lnojbldrt3 lnojbldrt4 lnojbldrt5 lnojbldrt6
lnojblendt1 lnojblendt2 lnojblendt3 lnojblendt4 lnojblendt5 lnojblendt6
lngfjcklt1 lngfjcklt2 lngfjcklt3 lngfjcklt4 lngfjcklt5 lngfjcklt6
lngfjblendt1 lngfjblendt2 lngfjblendt3 lngfjblendt4 lngfjblendt5 lngfjblendt6 lngfjblend
lnx_diff_SPt1 lnx_diff_SPt2 lnx_diff_SPt3 lnx_diff_SPt4 lnx_diff_SPt5 lnx_diff_SPt6
wwft1 wwft2 wwft3 wwft4 wwft5 wwft6
season1t1 season1t2 season1t3 season1t4 season1t5 season1t6
season2t1 season2t2 season2t3 season2t4 season2t5 season2t6
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tt1 tt2 tt3 tt4 tt5 tt6
;
parms
a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7
c11 c12 c13 c14 c15 c16 c17
c21 c22 c23 c24 c25 c26 c27
c31 c32 c33 c34 c35 c36 c37
c41 c42 c43 c44 c45 c46 c47
c51 c52 c53 c54 c55 c56 c57
c61 c62 c63 c64 c65 c66 c67
c71 c72 c73 c74 c75 c76 c77
b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b6 b7
d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 d6 d7
f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6 f7
g1 g2 g3 g4 g5 g6 g7
h11 h12
h21 h22
h31 h32
h41 h42
h51 h52
h61 h62
h71 h72;
/* Impose heterogeneity and symmetry*/
restrict
c11 + c12 + c13 + c14 + c15 + c16 + c17 = 0,
c21 + c22 + c23 + c24 + c25 + c26 + c27 = 0,
c31 + c32 + c33 + c34 + c35 + c36 + c37 = 0,
c41 + c42 + c43 + c44 + c45 + c46 + c47 = 0,
c51 + c52 + c53 + c54 + c55 + c56 + c57 = 0,
c61 + c62 + c63 + c64 + c65 + c66 + c67 = 0,
c12=c21,
c13=c31,
c14=c41,
c15=c51,
c16=c61,
c23=c32,
c24=c42,
c25=c52,
c26=c62,
c34=c43,
c35=c53,
c36=c63,
c45=c54,
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c46=c64,
c56=c65;

Worangejuicet = a1+c11*lnPojt1 + c12*lnPgfjuicet1 + c13*lnPojdrinkt1 + c14*lnPojbldrt1 +
c15*lnPojblendt1 + c16*lnPgfjcklt1 + c17*lnPgfjblendt1+ b1*lnx_diff_SPt1 + f1*tt1 +
g1*wwft1+ h11*season1t1 + h12*season2t1;
Wgfjuicet= a2+c21*lnPojt2 + c22*lnPgfjuicet2 + c23*lnPojdrinkt2 + c24*lnPojbldrt2 +
c25*lnPojblendt2 + c26*lnPgfjcklt2 +c27*lnPgfjblendt2+ b2*lnx_diff_SPt2 + f2*tt2 +
g2*wwft2+ h21*season1t2 + h22*season2t2 ;
Wojdrinkt= a3+c31*lnPojt3 + c32*lnPgfjuicet3 + c33*lnPojdrinkt3 + c34*lnPojbldrt3 +
c35*lnPojblendt3 + c36*lnPgfjcklt3 + c37*lnPgfjblendt3+ b3*lnx_diff_SPt3 + f3*tt3 + g3*wwft3
+h31*season1t3 + h32*season2t3;
Wojbldrt= a4+c41*lnPojt4 + c42*lnPgfjuicet4 + c43*lnPojdrinkt4 + c44*lnPojbldrt4 +
c45*lnPojblendt4 + c46*lnPgfjcklt4 + c47*lnPgfjblendt4+ b4*lnx_diff_SPt4 + f4*tt4 +
g4*wwft4+ h41*season1t4 + h42*season2t4;
Wojblendt= a5+c51*lnPojt5 + c52*lnPgfjuicet5 + c53*lnPojdrinkt5 + c54*lnPojbldrt5 +
c55*lnPojblendt5 + c56*lnPgfjcklt5 + c57*lnPgfjblendt5+ b5*lnx_diff_SPt5 + f5*tt5 + g5*wwft5
+ h51*season1t5 + h52*season2t5;
Wgfjcklt= a6+c61*lnPojt6 + c62*lnPgfjuicet6 + c63*lnPojdrinkt6 + c64*lnPojbldrt6 +
c65*lnPojblendt6 + c66*lnPgfjcklt6 + c67*lnPgfjblendt6+b6*lnx_diff_SPt6 + f6*tt6 + g6*wwft6+
h61*season1t6 + h62*season2t6;
*Wgfjblendt= a7+c71*lnPoj + c72*lnPgfjuice + c73*lnPojdrink + c74*lnPojbldr + c75*lnPojblend
+ c76*lnPgfjckl + c77*lnPgfjblend + b7*lnx_diff_SP + f7*t + g7*wwf+ h71*season1 +
h72*season2;
fit Worangejuicet Wgfjuicet Wojdrinkt Wojbldrt Wojblendt Wgfjcklt /sur white
outest=parameters godfrey=3 ;
run;
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